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Attached is nearly a complete list of System outputs created 
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PERIODIC 

PIR013 

PIR020 

PIR759 

PIR760 

PIR763 

PIR768 

PIR769 

PIR773 . 

'WEEKLY 

PiR850 

PIR851 

PIR852 

PIR853 

PIR861 

PIR879 

PIR880 

PIR881 

PIR886 

~1ONTHLY 

PIR900 

PIR901 

PIR902 

PIR903 

PIR909 

PIR910 

MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT Page 1 of 2 

CRIME ANALYSIS UNIT REPORTS 

Paid Overtime Record by Crime and Geographic location 
(Used 1975 only) (Pro~rams are available) 

Overtime Use Report-(Programs Available-Not in use at this time.) 

Police Crime Charts (Year to date) by Precinct, by CT, by Time 

Duplicate-Supplemental Report 

Hourly 'Time Chart of Each Type of Crime-4 week or 12 week--Precinct 

Crime - Specific Time Distribution Chart (Year to Date) 

Time Distribution of Specific Crimes by Precinct (Year to Date) 

Hourly Time Chart of Each Type of Crime - 4 week or 12 week - City 

Time Distribution Specific Crimes City Wide 

Time Distribution Specific Crimes by Precincts (Precincts 1, 4 & 6 OnlY." , 

Time Distribution All Crimes City Wide 

Time Distribution All Crimes by Precinct 

Census Tract Crime Statistic (Year to Date) 

Reporting Zones number All Crimes (Precinct 6 only) (Discontinued) 

Census Tract All Crimes by Precinct 

Census Tract Specific Crimes by Precinct 

Reporting Zones ·by number of Specific Crimes (Precinct 6 only) (Discontinued) 

Time Distribution Specific Crimes City Wide 

Time Distribution Specific Crimes Precincts (Precincts 1, 4 & 6 only) 

Time Distribution All Crimes City Wide 

Time Distribution All Crimes each Precinct 

Census Tracts City Wide ranked by number of All Crimes 

Census Tracts by Precinct ranked by number of All Crimes 
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PIR9l2 

PIR913 

PIR916 

REQUE~T 

Census Tracts ranked by number of Specific Crimes for each Precinct 

Reporting Zones ·All Crimes (Precinct 6 only) (Discontinued) 

Reporting Zones Specific Crimes (Precinct 6 only) (Discontinued) 

tECD 60 - Missing Data By Squad Report 

lECD 61 Call Rate By Day of Week, By Hour of Day, By Precinct, By Priorities 

LECD 62 Listing all Calls sent to Squads By Squad Number 

LECD 63 Call Load Summary By Squad 

LECD 64 Service Time Summary By Squad 

LEeD 65 All Calls - By Case Control Number 

LECD 66 Travel Time Summary By Squad 

NEED ONLY 

LEeD 50 Location Report 

It LECD 51 Place Name Report 
t 

Sped a 1 searches of any fil e 

AVAILABLE MODELS 

peAM - Patrol CaY' Allocation t~odel using can· for ·service and crime d3ta to 
estimate precinct manpower needs alic! performance 

SAM - Squad Allocation Nodel (HQ~1) using 'call for service 'data to estimate 
performance for .s'-!uacldi stri ct assi gnments 

"HORK-SCHEDULE II 
- Program designed. to schedule Police Officers to optimize 

performance and working conditions. 
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EVALUATION REPORT BY DEPUTY CHIEF JON PRENTICE 

RE: lEAA Grant #74-DF-05-0027 - PATROL EMPHASIS PROGRflM 

INTRODUCTION TO EVALUATION 

Having assumed the office of Deputy Chief on January 2, 1976, I inherited 

this program, which had been in effect for some time. It was a program of 

which I had very little input in or information about it until that time. 

I requested of Mr. lynn Delong that he contact Captain McCarthy and Lt. Jensen, 

who both served as Chiefs of Police during this time, and Captain Goodrie who 

served as Deputy C~ief of Patrol for part of the time. These officers were 

requested to make comment on and eva1uat~ that part of the program under which 

they had control. 

It will become apparent in my evaluation that I had, and continue to have, 

great reservations as to what the initial concepts of this program were. I 

felt, and continue to feel, that the direction that we were pointed towards 

was one which was incompatible to police departments in general and particularly 

to the patrol function. 

My comments wi" also reflect, that through the PEP program, my original concept 
, 

of patrol officers duties are in conflict with the original goals of this program, 

and the results tend to strengthen my original beliefs. 

Finally, my comments indicate that the PEP program did pt'ovide Minneapolis, and 

hopefully other police departments, with some very valuable data and equipment. 

The future hopefully will see continued programs growing out of the Patrol 

Emphasis Project and address themselves to solving the problems we have identified 

and expanding upon those which have been a success. 



2. 

The patrol function of any police department is recognized as its primary 

function and naturally, should receive the greatest support. Hopefully, 

the major effort should be to strengthen this function and those which 

provide support to the patrol bureau. The list of programs which could be 

developed to support the patrol bureau would certainly be a long one and 

those which I feel deserve comment from this program I should like to 

refer to. 

Mr. Delongls introduction to his evaluation of this program suggests that 

some of the original goals and anticipated benefits included some of the 

following: 

A. Participatory Management 

During the PEP program, our department experimented with participatory 

management. This program resulted in an excessive 'amount of overtime 

: being granted to officers and supervisors who were selected to 

_ participate. The meetings became routine and structured to the point 

where input was minimal and the agenda reflected administration 

priorities. What input was generated was counter-productive. The 

amount of hours utilized in this manner in no way reflected better 

management of the police department and certainly could not be 

justified to the development of a stronger chain-of-command, a 

departmental deficiency of long standing which had inhibited modern 

administrative practices and effective delegation of authority. 

B. The Expansion of Patrol Officers in Various Aspects of Law 
Enforcement Functions 

This section has, I believe, been reflected through our Training 

Division as a support service to the patrol bureau and probably 

should be recognized as having contributed, at least to a minor 

degree, in the recognizing of our shortcomings and channeling our 
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training into our recognized areas of greatest need. 

C. Recognition of the Patrol Force as Being the Focal Point of Our 
Functional Activities 

Certainly the patrol force has, for sometime, been recognized as 

being this focal point and I doubt that much documentation is needed 

to reinforce this belief. 

D. Stabilization of the Patrol Force 

Programs which increase the officers awareness of his importance are 

worthwhile endeavors, if successfully implemented. The expected 

results would be to keep experienced officers dedicated not only to 

the patrol function but also a desire to upgrade that function. I 

believe one could easily justify that the PEP program has contributed 

toward this even though it is limited!. by many factors beyond 

Administration's control. 
-

E. Allocation of Patrol FOree and Investigative Support on a Need Basis 

Through the PEP program and the data supplied by that program, 

investigative units 'assigned with the patrol force has been expanded 

upon and though this was based not solely on data provided by the PEP 

program, it contributed toward that end. 

F. Reduction of Response Time 

The data supplied from the PEP program and outgrowths of that program 

are now provi di ng our sllperv'j sors wi th excellent data by whi ch they 

can monitor and hopeftll~y correct those areas in the patrol division 

where shortcomings are noted. This data has not been available to us 

before and it appears as though it will provide one of the most 

useful management tools which has been made available to us. If our 

supervisors effectively use this tool now being pro~ided, then the 

obvious results would. be better service to the public and perhaps 

even increasing our apprehension rate of criminals. 
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G. Increased Patrol Emphasis in Preventive Programs 

1. 

Through experiments with the PEP program, our department has 

expanded both in programs and in training the preventive impact 

of a crime prevention project. Though it is too early to analyze 

the results of these programs, we are comfortable that they will 

contribute to some reduction in crime over the long run. This is 

also reflected in #H. from-Mr. DeLong's introduction and our 

compatible program. 

Increased Support at the Precinct Level for Daily Operations 

Since assuming command in Januqry of 1976. I have enthusiasti~ally 

supported the precinct operations be planned and directed by the 

commander of the individual precincts. It is my belief that the 

hiministration should pl an and promote the programs they feel 

most necessary within the guidelines supplied by the Administration 

at the street level. The data provided by the PEP program, I 

believe, tend to reinforce this type of operation. 
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SUMMARY OF n:£ EVALUATION 

I viHw the PEP program as a test to implement new ideas and procedures into 

the patrol function. If I appear critical of some of the programs, my 

critiicism is meant only to reflect the results as they applied to our police 

department as I view them. 

In revi eW'j ng Mr. Delong I s Appendi x D, he makes reference to i ncreas i ng and 

expanding upon many of the test programs from PEP. I concur in part with 

many of his recommendations and under II, Recommended Reforms, and I should 

like to comment briefly on some of them. Certainly the use of computers and 

the available information and support they provide to the patrol bureau 

should, in the future, be expanded upon. 

B. Subd. 1: Our police dispatch operations and proposed 

upgrading of these operations is receiving 

support and evaluation from the Administration, 

and hopefully, these recognized problems will 

be alleviated in the future. 

Subd. 2: Regarding call screening and the call expediting 

program, I have misgivings about this program as 

I believe the majority of the calls which could 

or \'Jould be diverted by this type of operations 

can be handled by the patrol force without taking 

them out of service. These calls do, in fact, 

require the squad to patrol in a more random 

pattern while responding to these calls even 

though minor in nature. It is also, I believe, 

very impOl~tant to keep the patrol force busy even 

though some of the calls are not very rewarding 

to the officers. 
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Subd. 3 
& 4: Increased role of patrol officers in 

investigation - the increased role of 

patrol officers in recognized and collecting 

information for investigation is a challenging 

idea and one which sould receive enthusiastic 

support. The Minneapolis Police Department 

has acted on some of these recommendations by 

assigning investigators at the precinct stations. 

(Item II - B. Subd. 4 in Mr. Delong's Recommended 

Reforms). Th'i s effort has had 1 imi ted success 

for ~he following reasons: 

Manpower/Call-load - The volume of calls has been increased and 

the number of officers has decreased. This phenomena will 

probably conti nue for the foreseeable future. The patro.l offi cers 

generally clear from one call as rapidly as possible without 

conducting a thorough investigation. This because the officers 

are aware of other calls awaiting their service. 

Equipment - Our officers lack the adequate field equipment to 

test recognized, and collect, much of the available information 

at a crime scene. This also applies to our support services. 

Some figures tend to indicate that less than 20% of the available 

evidence, i.e., fingerprints, are collected ata crime scene. 

*. Training - We recognize that our officers are not adequately 

trained in recognizing and collecting available evidence - again 

because of 1imitati ons on manpower, time and equi pment for thi s 

training. 
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e If our officers had ,the adequate equipment and training, the solution rate 

for crimes committed would increase dramatically. 

• 

As a final item, I would again reiterate that the participatory management 

concept projected through this program was a drastic failure and severely 

damaged the credibility of the overall program. 

' .. 

. •.. _.) 

{f',/ _/.~'~' /~) 
l"~' ,: •. ' I 

/ktV ~lj~~v'{/ t-~' 
: ~ 
'Don Prenti ce 
'bEPUTY CHIEF OF PATROL 

V'MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
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TO: ' LYNN DeLONG 

FROM: CAPTAIN JACK MaCARTHY 
FIFTH PRECINCT CONl1.A.l\fDER 

,MEMORfu'lDlll 

PATE: MARCH l4~ 1977 

SUBJ': HINNEAPOLIS POLICE 
PATROL EMPIL\SIS 
PROJECT EVALUATION 
REPORT 

At your request, I have' reviewed the Evaluation Report and my response is 
I am in agreement with its ,conclusion. 

Before the Minneapolis Police Department can effectively participate in 
any program of this type, we must resolve the internal operational problems 
that are self-defeating to innovative approaches. The primary three are; 
POLITICS~ PRIORIITIES, and SUPERVISION. 

POLITICS-The constant turnover of police administration~ coupled with the 
related political awards~ means that a program of any duration is in a 
constant state of flux because of the change of personnel and philosophies. 
ne also find that both the quality and the quantity of personnel becomes 
manipulated by the political system. ' 

PRIORITIES~Once again this approach is dramatically effected by the political 
system and each police administration directs departmental emphasis towards 
those crimes that they consider most important. We also often find undue 
consideration being given to operations that, because of the police avaj.l
ability, perhaps 'tvill better be performed by another governmental agency 
other than the police. Therefore, because of the sporatic nature of crime, 
we sometimes find that the police are over-committed to mundane activities 
and unavailable to be dire,cted tOvlards crime specific problems as they arise. 

SUPERVISION-We have failed, until very recently, to provide the necessary 
training for our street' supervisors. Our emphasis remains in the area 
of follow-up investigation rather than towards crime prevention and crime 
specific operations. Our supervisors become orientated to calls for service 
response rather than utilizing this data to selectively employ nanpo:·rer 
before the fact. We still find that our detective, our intelligence personnel, 
and our uniformed officers operate as separate independent divisions rather 
than cooperatively as a team. The stimulation for the resolution of these 
problems must flow downward from the top rather than bubble up from the bottom. 

=~~:j~""""a. .................... ----------------------------------~---
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PUBLIC 

PRODUCTIVITY 

INSTITUTE 

December 31, 1976 

Nr. Jon P:r.-entice 
Deputy Chief of Patrol 
Ninneapolis Police Department 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415 

Dear Chief Prentice: 

Box 15171 J COMMERCE STATION 

MINNEAPOLIS J MINNESOTA 55414 

Today,. marks the completion of the Minneapolis Ji'olice Pa trol E~phasis Proj ect. 
It has been'my pleasure to serve as the Evaluation Director for this project. 

With ;this ;Letter, you 'tvill find ten copies of !che final draft of the Evaluation 
Report. There remains a need for corrections on some pages of the Report. 
Since the City Council has failed to provide c.lerical resources, the corrected 
version was not possible 'tvithin time constraints. 

The PEP project must be finalized by the fili:ng of five copies of the "Final 
Progres,s Report" including the Evaluation Report 't-lith Ms. Liz Hard of the Govern
or's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control. This must be done on or before 
March 31 of 1977. Should you desire, I will be available to assist you in the 
preparations of the "Final Progress Report." 

In additions, I would like you to designate a person or unit within the Depart
ment who will receive 'and maintain the PEP files. I would recommend the Planning 
and Research Division for this assignment. 

Enclosed is my final invoice for services under the PEP projec't. 

As you know, I am managing the l1inneapolis Crime Investigative Analysis Project. . 
I look forward to working with you in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn E. DeLong 

: .. 
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INTRonpCTION TO EVALUATION 

The evaluation of this project began after several steps of the project 

had been concluded. The evaluation staff did not have occasion to observe the 

initial grant process or initial formulation. of needs and objectives as stated 

in the grant application. The only knowledge the staff has of these initial 

activities is from documentation which has been located during the evaluation 

research. 

This documentation shows that several assumptions were made by the project's 

formulators. These assumptions are stated in the "Objectives and Needs" portion 

of the grant application: "It is a well established fact in police science that 

the main pillar of any police department in carrying out its designated function 

is its basic patrol force. All other elements of a department • • • should most 

properly be considered as support units of the patrol force." Though this type 

~ of phrasiology can be found in many police science text books addressing the 

patrol function, it is questioned whether such a broad statement should be used 

without qualification. It may be true that in many police departments in the 

United States the patrol force represents the largest allocation of manpower and 

financial resources, but it is also true that there are some departments which 

operate without a patrol force. The concluding sentence of the section quoted 

from above says: 

Because the patrol function is of such great importance, department's ad
ministration should direct much of its efforts towards increasing the stature 
and effectiveness of the patrol force and the men working within that force. 

If a department indeed allocates the largest portion of its manpower and 

financial resources to the patrol force, it only follows that the departments ad-

ministration should also allocate the largest portion of its effort toward increas-

ing the effectiveness of the patrol force. 
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The same section of the grant application states, " ••• the majority (of the 

~ nation's law enforcement agencies) have failed to implement scientific police 

patrol techniques to effectively address street crime and those crimes that tend 

to promote fear in the community." It is questioned whether this entire state-

ment is valid, but since the main impact of this project is scientific allocation 

of police patrol resources, this statement should have been modified to reflect 

that purpose. The grant application continues to suggest that the lack of utili-

zation of scientific techniques has resulted in several problems, including: 

"A.) Lack of job satisfaction for patrol officers, B.) A high turnover in patrol 

force personnel (the majority of officers attempt to transfer into the investigative 

function), and C.) A non-systematic approach to the allocation of patrol force 

resources." The grant application does not show a causal relationship between 

these problems and the failure to implement a scientific technique, and further 

fails to quantify and prove that these problems exist • 

• The grant application suggests that "various avenues must be explored to make 

the patrol force more effective and stable as an operational entity within the 

police organization." In spite of the lack of support found for this statement 

within the grant application, this is an acceptable assumption to serve as a 

foundation for this project. The application states, "It is the intent of the 

Minneapolis Police Department through scientific analysis, manpower allocation, 

participatory management, and the proper training to enhance its patrol function." 

Minneapolis's goals were to "implement scientific police patrol techniques to 

effectively address and minimize street crimes and those crimes which tend to 

promote fear in the community," "increase job satisfaction of the police officers 

in the performance of the patrol function," !lminimize patrol force personne;!. turn-
" 

over," and "implement a systematic approach to the allocation of patrol force re-

sources." 

o 
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The goals stated above were not defined or quantified in the grant application. 

There was no consensus to be found within the police department as to the meaning 

or measurement of these goals. Base line data was not available prior to the im-

plementation of this project as to make possible the quantification of most of these 

goals. 

The Minneapolis gr~t application included a listing of results or benefits 

expected from the project. Though this listing also lacked quantification, it pro-

vided a more specific, qualitative basis with which to analyze the results of the 

project than did the goal statements. These anticipated benefits included: 

A. Through the use of participatory management concepts, officers are provided 
input into daily and long range operational planning, thereby increasing 
their management and professional police expertise and role in the total 
police function. 

B. Expansion of patrol officers' expertise in various aspects of law enforce
ment functions. 

c. Recognition of the department's patrol force as the focal point and nucleus 
of the department's functional activities. 

D. Stabilization of the department's patrol force by the retention of experienced 
officers. 

E. Allocation of patrol force and investigative support units on a need basis, 
using data developed through systematic methods. 

F. Reduction of response time, thereby increasing apprehension rates and service 
to the public. 

G. Increased patrol emphasis in preventive programs. 

R. Increase police officer/community contact and mutual understanding, 

I. Increase support of total department services on a precinct level in concert 
with the daily operational planning and crime specific programs. 

J. Increase total police services to citizens residing in designated target areas. 

Working with these, assumptions, problems, and goals the Minneapolis Police Depart-

ment implemented the Minneapolis Police Patrol Empahsis Project. 

~-------------------------~--------------------~~-------------~---------. --

~I 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE PATROL EMPHASIS EVALUATION REPORT 

EVALUATION DESIGN 

The Evaluation Staff was hired with the assumption that it would be 

evaluating the Patrol Emphasis Project. The conception was that the staff would 

analyze the project's goals, quantify expected results and design an evaluation 

methodology to measure the achievement or lack of achievement of project goals. 

Two obstacles block the path of the Evaluation Staff in accomplishing 

these ends. 

The first obstacle was the realization that what base line data had pre-

viously existed for the Minneapolis Police Department had been inadvertently des-

troyed in January of 1975. It was further found that the segregated data for 

the first three months of 1976 was unusable. The Evaluation Staff recreated 

some of the 1974 data from a preserved card source. In a verification check 

~ of the 1974 data, the Evaluation Staff found it to be unreliable for evalua

tion purposes. The Evaluation Staff then proceeded to re-design the then cur-

rent data base. The new data base was to be used to conduct an extensive analysis 

of Minneapolis crime data and patrol performance. The Evaluation Staff concluded 

that comparative before and after evaluation design was impossible for this project. 

The second obstacle was the role that other projects in the Minneapolis Po-

lice Department would play, combined the role that the Evaluation Staff would play, 

in the PEP Project. Shortly after the project start-up, in response to urgings 

of the staff of the Minnesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Con- . 

trol, the }unneapolis Police Department began efforts to merge the Patrol Emphasis 

Project, the Communications Project, and the Technology Transfer Project. The 

data collection system that the Evaluation Staff was working on at the time of 

this merger was put aside with the Technology Transfer Project's Computer Assisted 
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Dispatch (CAD) replacing it. The Technology Transfer Project's CAD was to become 

operational early in the course of the Patrol Emphasis experiments. It did not 

become operational until two months after the PEP experiments were completed. 

Less than two months after becoming operational, the CAD was discontinued and 

the Evaluation Staff of the Patrol Emphasis Project proceeded to implement the 

Complaint Card Entry System for the collection of data on patrol activities. 

The Evaluation Staff very early in the start-up period found its role not 

only that of evaluators but that of project managers and implementors. In pure 

experimentation methodology, the Evaluation Staff would have been separated from 

project management and implementation functions. Pure experimentation was not 

the situation in the Minneapolis Police Department's Patrol Emphasis Project. 

The Evaluation Staff was intimately involved with the operations of the experi

ments. Normally, such involvement would raise the question of bias. This is no 

exception. But, it was this closeness to the operations of the project that al-

lows for a more in-depth empirical approach. 

There is no evaluation design. The evaluation staff was informed that the 

Minnesota Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control would assist in 

drafting the evaluation design •. The Crime Commission's Project Evaluation Unit 

was to assist the Minneapolis Police Department in the design prior to project 

start-up. The Evaluation Staff received this information four months after the 

implementation of the field experiments. 

This evaluation report will give the observations, analysis and recom

mendations of evaluators. There was little quantitative evaluations of signi

ficance. The qualitative evaluations are proferred for consideration. 
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
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On April 9, 1974, the Minneapolis Police Department applied for $300,285 of 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funding for the Minneapolis Police Pa

trol Emphasis Project. Less than two months later, on May 31st, the City of Minn-

eapolis entered into an agreement with the Minnesota Governor's Commission on 

Crime Prevention and Control to implement and operate the Police Patrol Emphasis 

Project. 

The months of June and July of 1974 were spent in active involvement in pre

paring the :department to implement the Patrol Emphasis Proj ect. The extent of 

the departmental involvement in proceeding to implement this project is well 

documented by information discovered by the evaluation staff. 

The evaluation staff found little documentation and also little involvement 

of the department in this project from the middle of August of 1974 to January 

1, 1975. From interviews, evaluation staff learned that during the month of 

August 1974, questions were raised about the City's Affirmative Action policies. 

These questions led to the determination that the City of Minneapolis did not 

have an effective Affirmative Action Program and thus was not eligible for 

Federal and State funding. Project activities were then halted. During the 

months of November and December, the Department became hopeful that funds 

would again be made available and proceeded to prepare for re-implementing 

the project on Januar.1 1, 1975. 

The evaluation staff found that the January 1, 1975 start-up was an attempt 

to continue from where the Department was at the time of the August halt in the 

Patrol Emphasis·Project. Later in January, the Police Administration decided 

to speed up the implementation of field operations under the Patrol Emphasis 

Project. This speed up was accomplished by implementing the experimental field 

operation on March 1, 1975. (Note: The evaluation staff with the exception of 

-------------------------------------------.------~~ 
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the director was not hired until after the implementation of the field e~peri-

ments.) The Police Administration indicated that their reason for moving up 

,~ the implementation of the field experiments was pressure placed upon them by 

the Governor's Commission on Crime Prevention and Control and Regional L.E.A.A. 

Office. 

If the Affirmative Action problems had not affected the start-up, this pro-

ject ~vould have had an active, enthusiastic implementation. There has been no 

evaluation done by the evaluation staff of the "Affirmative Action" problems 

experienced by the City of Minneapolis and therefore" those problems will not be 

commented upon in this evaluation report. It remains that the project was off 

to an active implementation prior to the problems and that a time span from 

August to January had its effect of decaying motivation instilled into the par-

ticipants during June and July. 

After the funding was re-instituted, the project may have been better served 

had it been re-initiated as a fresh start. During the time that had passed, the 

~ Police Department had changed administrations and was now headed by a new Chief 

of Police. Other changes had taken place within the department and it is doubt-

ful whether everyone was informed of their respective roles in the project; had 

they been informed six months earlier, it is doubtful whether they still remem-

bered thei:r: roles at the time the field experiments were implemented. 

During the period of initial contact of the evalua.tion staff with field 

personnel,) officers involved in the proj ect indicated varying degrees of know-

ledge of the project. When asked about the expected impact of the Patrol Em-

phasis Pr{)ject upon the officers, the officers indicated in the range of "some-

one's just screWing around again" to "it's about time someone did something". 

When questioned about what the Patrol Emphasis Project was, participating officers 

indicated the follo'tving: 

"Mor.e manpO'tver for our precinct" 
"Paid overtime" 
"More new equipment" 
"More Federal butting in where they don't belong" 
"Another boondoggle" 

" 
;rii,;,,;' ___________ rr .. >,.' __ .... ___________________ ~ __ 
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lilien questioned as to what their role would be in the Patrol Emphasis Project, 

participating officers responded that they were not sure. An exception to this 

were officers on the precinct planning committees. They indicated that they would 

be supplying a street level input into decisj.on making affecting patrol resource 

allocation 'within their precincts. 

Prior to the secondary round of field contacts, the director of the evalu

ation staff had information disseminated to the precincts indicating his back

ground as a law enforcement officer. The second approach to field contacts 

elicited more candid comments from the officers involved in the project. Often 

such comments were p-refaced with phrases similar to "as one cop to another cop." 

This round of contacts produced comments of doubt such as III've been around here :. 

17 years. I've seen a lot of Police Chiefs come and go. I haven't se~n a one 

capable of making much of a change upon this department." Officers and observers 

of the Minneapolis Police Department indicate that the management cycle within the 

Police Department prohibits effectively implementing change. One of the officers 

indicated that it takes six months for a police administration to find out what is 

happening, another six months for the police administration to figure out what they 

are going to do about it, a third six-month period to attempt to do something about 

it and the fourth six-month period is involved in election campaigning and during 

that period losing touch with the operations of the Police Department. 

These statements were found to be exaggerations of the Minneapolis Police 

Department's political situation. Long range planning is needed in an or ganization 

the size of the Minneapolis Police Department. Attempts at long range. planning or 

implementing change in the Minneapolis Police Department will run into the obstacle 

of political reality. The re-organization of the Police Chief's Office has been 

discussed by many, this evaluation report will not discuss it further. These com

ments are included for the purpose of clarifying the environment in ''''hich this pro

j ect ~V'as conducted. 

~~ 

__________ ~~_~ __________ • ____________ ..O._I 
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It is recommended that future projects within the Minneapolis Police De-

~, partment be implemented with extensive departmental involvement~ It is recom-

'. 

mended that the projects be designed in a general and open ended format. This will 

allow the Minneapolis Police Department to merge the project with existing police de

partment operations. 
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THE MINNEAPOLIS POLICE PATROL EMPHASIS PROJECT EVALUATION REPORT 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

The Minneapolis Police Department through the Patrol Emphasis Project de-

sired to implement a systematic approach to the allocation of police patrol force 

resources. From the scientific analysis of community need, the Minneapolis Police 

Department desired to develop a model which would effectively allocate these re-

sources. The efforts of the Minneapolis Police Department to develop a model was 

initially channelled to create an equalized work load model. Resource allocation 

according to work load was to be the result of a use of a tool described as "the 

168 hour graph." 

The Minneapolis Police Department received the definition of "the 168 hour 

graph" as follows: 

A graph indicating the percentage of total number of calls re
ceived for a one year period for the entire city displayed by 
the hour of each day of the week that calls were received. 

• The initial analysis of ~!'i::he 168 hour graph" by precinct personnel indicated that 

the calls for the service for the two participating precincts were normally dif-

ferent than that "tvhich appeared on lithe 168 hour graph" for the entire city. 

The evaluation staff began to experiment with the data on calls for service; 

this analysis showed that a city-wide tool would not appropriately answer ques-

tions of precinct allocations and further showed that the tool used for a precinct 

based upon a year's data would not be appropriate for the various seasons of the 

year within the precinct. 

The evaluation staff continued to perform mathematical evaluations of 

lithe 168 hour graph." These evaluations lead to the conclusion that the call 

for service rate per hour was an appropriate method of gathering data, but to 

be effective must include 1nore than the raw number of calls received. The 

conclusion drawn is that not only is the hour and rate of arrival of calls 

'e necessary but the type and priority of calls ,the geographical location of the 

calls, the service time of the calls, and other performance measurements were 
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necessary. The end result of the mathematical evaluation of "the 168 hour graph" 

e was that it was an inappropriate tool to tackle resource allocation as initially 

defined; it was an appropriate data collection mechanism when expanded to include 

other descriptive data. 

Following the conclusion drawn by the evaluation staff, the staff proceeded 

to analyze and define the resource allocation decision process as it effects po

lice patrol allocation in the Minneapolis Police Department. The staff developed 

a resource allocation decision chart which in graphic form portrays the decision 

making process of allocating resources to the Minneapolis patrol function. (See 

Appendix A). The decision process includes the decisions made by the City Council 

as to the amount of financial resources and manpower resources to allocate to the 

Police Department. The Police Chief has a decision as to how much of these re-

sources to allocate to the various bureaus of the Department. The Deputy Chief 

of each bureau must allocate resources within his bureau; the Deputy Chief of 

Patrol must decide how many resources·to allocate to each of the three functional 

areas within his bureau. (These functional areas in Minneapolis include the 

Special Operations Division, the Traffic Division, and the six police precincts). 

The Deputy Chief must decide how many resources should go to each precinct. At 

the precinct level, the Precinct Commander must decide how many resources should 

be assigned to each shift. The shift supervisor must decide how many resources 

to assign to what parts of the precinct and on what days of the week. The shift 

supervisor thus finally places a patrol officer on the street in a patrol car 

with a pa".tticu1ar geographical area of assignment and a particular time of· 

assignment. The patrol officer is then left with the decision as to what activity 

he participates in when he is so allocated. This decision is not his alone for 

calls for service arrive in the Police Communications Center and patrol officers 

are dispatched to provide service to a substantial portion of these calls. 



A resource allocation model to be appropriate for the allocation of the 

~ patrol resources in the Minneapolis Police Department must be capable of provid

ing assistance to these decision makers in their efforts to effectively allocate 

resources. Resource allocation based upon wo;k load data developed by measuring 

the relative demand for service obtained by counting the number of calls for 

service occurting during each hour of each day of the week would only be of as-
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sistance in assuring that the average number of calls handled per hour per patrol 

officer was consta.nt throughout the week. Though this average would remain con-' 

stant, significant variance would occur in the actual number of calls handled by 

officers due to geographical assignment. The problem was one of deterministic 

reasoning versus probabilistic reasoning. 

Though lithe 168 hour graph" of calls for service would at casual obs-e:tvl:ltion : .. 

appear to be a valid resource allocation tool, it falls short of being satisfactory 

for the allocation of patrol resources in the Minneapolis Police Department. A .. 
~ resource allocation tool for the Minneapolis Police Department must help answer 

! 

these quest.ions: 

1. The total amount of resources to be made available during a budget 
period? 

2. The fraction of that total to be assigned to each functional unit 
(i.e., Patrol, Investigat.ive, Services)? 

3. The total amount of resources to be assigned to each sub~unit of 
each functional unit? 

As an allocation tool addresses these questions as they relate to patrol, 

it must be capable of addressing the relationships of specialized units (SOD & 

TRAF) and precinct units. The adjustment of precinct and district, boundaries, 

the response times, priority, and service time of calls. Of concern to the 

Minneapolis Police Administration in the allocation of patrol resources are 

several critical factors, including: 
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1. The structure of precinct boundaries to correspond with physical 
constraints of movement. 

2. The structure of boundaries as to prevent the splitting of demo
graphically homogeneous neighborhoods. 

3. The assignment of patrol officers to each precinct in sufficient 
number to allow the precinct commanders to allocate the officers 
to tours of duty as to meet optimum and/or equalized performance. 

In summary, the resources allocation tool required for the Minneapolis 

Police Department must aid in determining allocation policies affecting: 

1. The total resources assigned to the Patrol Bureau, 

2. The resources assigned to each precinct and functional unit within 
the bureau, 

3. The scheduling of available resources by hour of day and day of 
week, 

4. The location of squad districts within the precincts and of areas 
of responsibilities for specialized units, 

5. The policies and procedures of the conullunications center, including 
priority structuring, queueing discipline, and dispatch procedures 
and, 

6. The quality and equity of police service. 
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Following this determination, the Minneapolis Police Department engaged in 

a nationwide search for resource allocation systems and models that were appropd.-

ate for assisting the decision makers in allocating police patrol resources in 

the City of Minneapolis. 

Having determined "the 168 hour graph" as not satisfactory for MPD, the 

project staff 'aimed at finding a more satisfactory system. Several techniques 

were examined including site visits to observe the following: 

1. POSSE (Pol:lce on Spot Systems of Enforcement) - Santa Cruz, CA 

2. CAPER (Crime Analysis Program Evaluation Research System) - Santa 
Clara COJ,lnty, CA 

3. A total Public Safety. System - Long Beach, CA 

4. A Police Management Information System - Sunnyvale, CA 

5. AIRS (Automated Incident Report:tng System.) - St. Paul, MN 

6~ Computer Assisted Dispatch - Dallas, TX 



• 
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7. Computer Assisted Dispatch Jacksonville, FL 

8. Computer Assisted Dispatch - Peoria, IL 

Literature research and site analysis began to focus upon the development 

of a mathematical model based upon queueing theory. The examination of available 

resource allocation tools, led to the discovery prior to its publication of the 

Hypercube Queuing Model dev~loped by Richard Larson, et al., at the Massachusett~ 

Institute of Technology and the Patrol Car Allocation Model, developed by Jan 

Chaiken, et al., of the Rand Corporation. These resource allocation models as-

sisted in the deoision making process with the use of performance measures. These 

models allowed the decision makers to establish standards of performance and to 

compare various resource allocations in regard to the calculated performance mea-

surements. With the Patrol Car Allocation Model, the City Council, the Police 

Chief, the Deputy Chiefs and Police Commanders can evaluate the effect of in-

creases and decreases in manpower to the patrol function, to,a precinct, or to a 

shift. The Patrol Car Allocation Program will estimate the following performance 

measures: 

Average number of units availab~e 
Preventive patrol frequency 
Average travel time to incidents 
Fraction the calls that will encounter delays in being serviced 
Average time that calls are delayed for each priority level 
Average total response time. 

In addition to estimating performance measures for allocations developed by the 

decision maker, the Patrol Car Allocation Model can be used to describe the amount 

of resources needed to meet the standards of performance set by the decision makers. 

The Patrol Car Allocation Model allows for the consideration of resource allocation 

decisions across time or geography or both. 

The Hypercube Queuing Model can be used by the decision makers at the pre-

cinct commander and shift supervisor levels to design police patrol districts 

and allocate resources to these districts. This model calculates the performance 

measures indicating response times, out of district assignments, and work loads. 

--- ---~-~---



The data base used for these models is an amplified version of "the 168 

hour graph." The amplified 168 hour graph indicated ca11 rates and service 

times by hour of day and day of week and by priority and by geographical area. 

The data base also includes information as to geography of the area, the re-

sponse speed and patrol speed of patrol units, crime rates, and information 

about the nonavailability factors of police patrol units. 

These two models have been transferred to Minneapolis and t~~~ been im-
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plemented upon computer hardware available to the Minneapolis Police Department. 

The evaluation staff feels it appropriate to note these programs were transferred 

with little effort and small expense. Both of the models are currently in resi

dence and operational upon the Hennepin County Data Processing's IBM 370 computer. 

Documentation on both of these is available from the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, 

Californ:l.a 90406. 

Because of the adaptability of these models to urban police departments, it 

~ is recommended that these models be made available on a regional basis as technical 

assistance to ],ocal urban law enforcement agencies. 
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PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT 

Through the use of Participatory Management, the Minneapolis Police Depart-

ment attempted to obtain officers input into daily and long range planning for the 

Police Department. The anticipated benefit of Participatory Management was the 

increase of management skills and professional police expertise as well as in- . 

creasing the role that the officers play in the patrol function. 

The department stated in a mid-1974 report that "this concept (Participatory 

Management) will enable all supervisory and patrol officers to participate in the 

actual planning in implementation of this program (Patrol Emphasis)." (From Semi-

Annual Planning Report of the Minneapolis Police Department, 1974). 

Late in 1974, the police department published the Second Year Action Plan. 

In this report, the department stated: 

We must maximize communication between management and operational levels. 

To develop this concept the formulation of department advisory councils 

has begun and will be completed with the establishment of the following; 

Supportive Service Advisory Council 
Police Officers Advisory Council 
Supervisors Advisory Council 
Investigators Advisory Council 
Management Council 

A general order will be issued covering in more detail the functions of the 

Advisory Councils. 

POLICE FEDERATION EXECUTIVE BOARD 

The Chief, with staff, will meet monthly with the Police Federation Executive 

Board in order to receive their input on departmental efforts. 

PRECINCT/DIVISIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEES 

Each precinct/division shall establish a "planning committee" representative 

of rank structure. This planning committee shall participate in development 

of the Long Range Plan and precinct/divisional programs for crime control. 



• 
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general order will be issued covering in more detail the functions of the 

Precinct/Divisional Planning Committees. 

PROGRAM PERFOR}t~CE BUDGETING SYSTEM 

The Precinct Planning Committees shall also function as precinct/divisional 

budget teams. They will participate in the development of our program per-

formance budget with an Administrative Budget Team comprised of the following: 

Deputy Chief of Services 
Supervisor of Administrative Services 
Captain of Planning and Research Division 
Lieutenant, Planning and Research Division 
Administrative Assistant to the Chief 
Systems Analyst, Planning and Research Division 

The foregoing shall be established by a special order during this budget cycle. 

TASK FORCES FOR PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

. Task forces shall be created on a need basis by special order. These task 

forces shall be study groups made up of departmental personnel with such out-

side resources they deem necessary. Their role will be to study a particular 

departmental problem and design a program to deal effectively with that problem. 

(An example of this would be task force to study remedial programs as an al-

ternative to disiplinary action). 

SUGGESTION PROCEDURE 

Planning and Research Division task sheet form can be used by any member of 

the department for the following purposes: 

To recommend a department-wide program or an improvement in an existing 
one. 
To recommend a task force study of a department-wide problem. 
To recommend a precinct/divisional program or an improvement on an ex
isting one. 
To make a suggestion to the administration or the division. 

The initial procedure will be to forward a task sheet draft to Planning and 

Research Division or, when appropriate, directly to the precinct/division 

concerned. A new form and procedure will be developed if deemed necessary. 
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RECOGNITION 

Members of the department providing ideas, initiative and performance in 

these areas shall be considered for awards as outlined in GP 74-25. Fur

ther, a department member's involvement in a given effort will be recorded 

or represented in conjunction with that effort. 

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT 

This is a cumulative process, and we hope to maximize the development of 

members of this department personnally and professionally by their direct 

involvement. Additionally, other programs within the community policing 

models, e.g.; Patrol Emphasis, will also contribute to personnel develop

ment. 

The participatory management approach was implemented on December 4, 1974 

under GP 74-36. The following is a copy of the order instituting participating 

management: 



DISTRIBUTION "A" 

JOHN R. JENSEN, CHIEF OF POLICE 

December 4, 1974 
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GP 74-36 

PARTICIPATORY MANAGEMENT APPROACH - ESTABLISHMENT OF ADVISORY COUNCILS UNTIL 
RESCINDED 

Purpose: To institute a series of advisory councils both in the community and 
throughout the Police Department which will assure citizen input, en
hance communication and promote participatnry management. 

SECTION I 

I. Precinct Advisory Councils 

Purpose: To establish Precinct Advisory Councils which shall have as their 
objectives: 

1. To aid the police in crime prevention programs. 

2. To develop neighborhood consciousness and alertness to 
precinct problems. 

3. To promote a better understanding and closer relationship 
between the police and the community. 

A. Precinct Advisory Councils shall be implemented at all precincts effective 
January 1, 1975. The precincts shall select their representatives inde
pendently in the following manner: 

1. The Captain of each precinct shall be a member of the Council. 

2. The Captain shall select two (2) representatives from the business 
community. 

3. Officers from each primary squad district shall select one (1) repre
sentative and one (1) alternate representative resident from that dis
trict. 

4. The Mayor shall select one (1) representative who is also a resident 
of that precinct. 

5. Each alderman whose ward or part thereof is located in the precinct 
shall select one (1) representative who shall also be a resident of 
that precinct. 

6. The council members selected in the above manner shall select three 
(3) additional members from the community they deem to be representa
tive of the precinct population. 

B. Upon selection to the Precinct Advisory Council: 

1. The Captain of the pTecinct shall send notice to all members of the 
Council and the department administration giving:the name of each 
member. 

2. The Captain shall be responsible for g~v~ng notice to all members of 
the date, time and location of meetings. 
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3.· The members of the Council shall select one of their members to be 
their representative on the Chief's Advisory Council. 

4. All members of the Council shall have equal votes. 

5. The Precinct Advisory Council shall meet at least once a month. 
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6. At the initial Precinct Advisory Council meetings members shall deter
mine the length of terms of office for each member. These may vary 
from six months to one year in length and special emphasis should 
be put upon not having the terms of office expire at the same time. 

C. A brief synopsis of the results of the meeting shall be sent to all mem
bers of the Council. 

II. Chief's Advisory Council 

Purpose: To assure citizen input to the Chief from all areas of the community. 
To establish on-going communication between the Chief and the Pre
cinct Advisory Councils. 

A. The Chief's Advisory Council will be activated effective February 3, 1975. 

B. Representatives to the Chief's Advisory Council shall be sEllected by the 
Precinct Advisory Council. Each Precinct Advisory Council will select 
one (1) representative (at their initial meeting to sit on the Chief's 
Advisory Council). 

C. The Chief's Advisory Council will meet once a month on a date subsequent 
to the monthly meetings of the Precinct Advisory Councils. 

III. Permanent In-House Councils 

Purpose: Establishment of the following councils structured with members 
of the Police Department representative of the various ranks 
and position throughout the department. 

A. Supportive Services Advisory Council 

1. Selection of representatives 

a. The civilian staff in the Minneapolis Police Department shall 
elect one representative from each of the following: 

(A) Central Steno Pool 
(B) Division Steno Staff 
(C) Property Room 
CD) Auto Desk 
(E) Communications Division 
(F) Identification Unit 
(G) Administrative Offices 
(H) Traffic Division 
(I) Juvenile Division 
(J) Community Service Officers 
(K) Precinct Janitorial Services 



b. Upon selection to the Council the representative's name 
shall be, sent to the Deputy Chief of the Service Bureau. 

2 •. Meetings 
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a. The Supportive Services Advisory Council shall meet monthly 
with the Deputy Chief of Services. 

b. Whenever possible, it is desiraD~e that the members attend 
the meetings during their normal tour of duty. When this 
is not possible: or practical, arrangements should be made 
between that member and his/her supervisor so ,that his/her 
work day may be adjusted so that the meeting time and nor
mal duties total no more than eight hours. If neither al
ternative is possible or practical, the member shall se
lect a fellow staff member to represent his/her group at 
the council meeting. 

c. A brief synopsis concerning the results of the meeting shall 
be sent to all council members. 

B •• Police Officers Advisory Council 

1. Selection of Representatives 

a. Each of the following shall select three (3) representatives 
to serve as members of the Police Officers Advisory Council: 
(A) Each of the six precincts 
(B) Traffic Division 
(C) Special Operations Division 
(D) Communications Division 

b. At least one (1) representative from each precinct or di
vision must be in attendance at the monthly meetings. 

c. Upon selection to the Council the representative's name shall 
be sent to the Deputy Chief of the Patrol Bureau. 

2. Meetings 

a. The Police Officers Advisory Council shall meet monthly 
with the Deputy Chief of the Patrol Bureau. 

b. A brief synopsis concerning the results of the meeting 
shall be sent to all council members. 

C. Investigative Advisory Council 

1. Selection of Representatives 

a. The Investigative Advisory Council shall consist of two (2) 
representatives from the Burglary Division and two (2) 
representatives from the Juvenile Division, and, 

b. One representative from each of the following divisions 
and/or units: 
(A) Forgery 
(B) Theft 
(C) Homicide 

----------------------,,------------------------------------------



(D) Robbery 
(E) Identification 
(F) Criminal Intelligence 
(G) Internal Affairs 
(H) License 
(I) Morals 
(J) Narcotics 

c. Upon selection to this Council the division and/or unit 
representative's name shall be sent to the Deputy Chief 
of the Investigative Bureau. 

2. Meetings 

a. The Council shall meet monthly with the Deputy Chief of 
the Investigative Bureau. 
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b. A brief synopsis concerning the results of the meeting shall 
be sent to all council members. 

D. Investigative Supervisors Advisory Council 

1. Selection of Representatives 

a. The Investigative Supervisors Advisory Council shall con .. , 
sist of one (1) detective supervisor from each division, 
and one (1) lieutenant from the Juvenile Division. 

2. Meetings 

a. The Investigative Supervisors Advisory Council shall meet 
monthly with the Deputy Chief of the Investigative ],ureau. 

b. A brief synopsis concerning the results of the meeting 
shall be sent to each member of the Council. 

E. Supervisors Advisory Council 

1. Selection of Representatives 

a. The Supervisors Advisory Council shall consist of three 
(3) supervisors from each of the precincts and one (1) 
supervisor from the following division: 
(A) Special Operations 
(B) Traffic 
(C) Communications 

b. Upon selection to this council all representatives' names 
will be sent to the Deputy Chief of the Patrol Bureau. 

2. Meetings 
" 

a. The council shall meet monthly with the Det~uty Chief of 
the Patrol Bureau. 

b. A brief synopsis concerning the results of the meeting 
shall be sent to all council members. 
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c. At least one supervisor from each division/unit must 
attend monthly council meetings. 
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IV. ManagementCouncils 

These councils shall consist of Divisional/Precinct Commanders. The coun
cils will meet monthly with the respective Deputy Chief of their bureau. 

v. Administrative Management Team 

A. This team will consist of the Chief, Deputy Chiefs, Inspectl'\rs and 
Chief's Administrative Assistant. 

B. This team will meet on a weekly basis. 

C. The Administrative Management Team shall provide the final review of 
department policies, procedures, programs and projects and make rec
commendations to the Chief. 
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~ SECTION II 

-I 

I. Special Councils 

The following councils are established to deal with specific problems/areas: 

A. Precinct/Divisional Planning Committees 

1. These committees shall be established by each Precinct/Divisional 
Commander. They will be representative of the various shifts/special
tie~ within the precinct division. For example, a precinct planning 
committee would consist of one patrolman, one sergeant, one lieu
tenant, and one specialist, if assigned; such as lieutenant investiga
tor or juvenile investigator. 

2. This council will meet with the Precinct/Division Commander on a 
monthly basis to do operational and long range planning. 

B. Precinct/Divisional Budget Team 

1. Members of the Precinct/Divisional Planning Committees vl'ill be 
activated, via Special Order, to work on development of a program 
budget with the Administrative Budget Team. 

C. Administrative Budget Team 

1. The Administrative Budget Team will be created, by Special Order, 
each budget cycle. 

2. The nucleus of its membership shall be: Deputy Chief of Services, 
Supervisor of Administrative Services, Administrative Staff of Planning 
and Rese.arch, and the Administrative Assistant to the Chief. 

D. Task Forces for Program Development 

Task forces shall be created on a need basis by Special Order. These 
task forces will be study groups made up of departmental personnel with 
such outside resources they deem necessary. Their role will be to study 
a particular departmental problem and design a program to deal effectively 
with that problem. (An example of this would be a task force to study 
remedial programs as an alternative to disciplinary action). 

" 

____ ~~ _____ ~ ___________ ~ ___________________________ __01 
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Less then 15 months from the distribution of GP 74-36, the Minne?.p~J;s Police 

~ Department distributed GP 76-7 which rescinded GP 74-36. The following is a copy 

of GP 76-7: 



rUNNgAPOL-iS POLICE DEPARTtfENT 
GENERAL OROE:l I DATE: 20 FEB 76 NO: 
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GP 76-7 

_TO; 

l:. F~OM: 
DISTRIBUTION "A" 

CARL E~ JOHNSON, CHIEF OF POLICE 

SUBJECT: ADVISORY COUNCILS 

PAGE: 1 of 2 

REFERENCE: 

RETAlN: UNTIL RESCINDED I RESCINDS: GP 74-36 led.: AEP 

e 
( 
J) 

. -., 

I. PRECINCT ADV~SORY COUNCILS 

A. Each p;eci nct \'1111 have an advi sory council \.Ji th representa ti V2S 

selected in the following manner: 

1. The 'captain of each precinct \'Iill be a member. 

2. Each precinct captain \1i1"j sel ect two representatives from 
the business cormnunity. 

3. Precfnct officeY's from each primary squad district \'Iill se1ect 
one representative and one alternate representative resident 
from that district. 

4". The Hayor may select one representative \'1ho is a resident of 
that precinct. 

5. Each Alderman ,·,hose \'lard or part thereof is located in that 
precinct may select one.representative \'/ho will also be a re
sident of that precinct. 

6. The council members selected in the above manner \'iill select 
three additional members from the corrmunity whom they deem 
to be rep"resentative of the precinct population. 

B. Upon completion of the selection of representatives: . 
1. The captain of each precinct \'/i11 fon-Iard a 1 ist o·f names of 

all the members of the council to each council member and the 
department administration. ". 

2. The captain of each precinct \·,i11 be responsible for notifying 
all members of the respective councils of the date, time and 
location of the meetings. . 

3. Members of each of the precinct councils will select one of 
their members to be their representative on the Chief's Ad
visory Council. 

4. All members of each council will have equal votes. 

5. Each Precinct Advisory Council will meet at least once a month. 
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6. Each Precinct Advisory Council \-,i11 determine the term of office 
for its respective members. The terms may vary, hONever,special 
emphasis should be placed upon not having terms of office expire 
on the same date. 

c. -A brief synopsi s of the resul ts of the meetings will be for\·/arded to 
.all members of the respective council. 

II. CHIEF'S ADVISORY COUNCIL 

A. Each Preci nct Advi sory Counci) w'ill select one member to be a repre
sentative on the Chief's Advisory Council. 

B. The Chief's Advisory Council will meet once a month on a date selected 
by the Chief of Pnlice and subsequent to monthly meetings of the Pre
cinct Advisory Councils • 

Carl E. JOI , on 
Chief of Police 
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!n a Law Enforcement Agency, Minneapolis not being an exception~ participatory 

management ia present as a matter of necessity as opposed to that of being created 

bydcs1gn. Each officer in a police department is a vital decision maker as to what 

functions and activities he will participate in. There appears to be a greater lati-

tude of discretion at the lower ranks than at the upper ranks. This discretion ap-

pears to be of an operational nature as opposed to being of an administrative nature. 

The participatory nulnagement concept for .. the Minneapolis Police Department as supported 

with the. Patrol Emphasis Program did not recognize that a great deal of discretion al-

ready existed. Such a recognition could have served as a baseline for the development 

of a formal participatory management concept. 

Without the recognition of police officer discretion as a phenomena of participa-

tory management and without a structured implementation program, the Minneapolis Police 

Department attempted to institute participatory management. The approach was of a 

"today we. don't have it, tomor-row we shall have it." 

The -rapid institution of participatory management was not uniform as to the style 

that lHlrticipatot'y management was to take at the various levels. In some areas, com-

pl.ctcllbdicntion of command authority was observed. In other cases, authoritarian con-

trol was exercised over the participatory activities of the subordinates • 
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1. ANALYSIS OF 1975 DATA 

We have only looked at the data for the 13 weeks beginning April 2, 1975. 

This data consists of offense records categorized by date, hour of day, type of 

crime, and precinct of occurrence. Before discussing the data, we will describe 

the various graphs and tables that have been constructed. 

The crime categories were combined into three types. T)~e 1 includes mur-

der, rape, and assault. Type 2 includes burglary, robbery, and larceny over $50.00. 

All of the remaining crimes are included in type 3. It should be noted that bi-

cycle thefts and narcotics-related offenses are not included in this data. Be-

cause of the small numbers of type 1 crimes, categories 1 and 2 have been com-

bined in all of the graphs (except where otherwise noted). For completeness, we 

include a listing of all graphs: 

1. "168 hour" graphs: These graphs represent totals over the 13 
weeks of crime within a particular hour and day of the week. 
The graphs are broken dO"tm by crime types (1 and 2 combined) 
and by precinct. There are also city-wide graphs • 

2. 11-9l-day" graphs: These consist of daily totals for the 91 days. 
They are broken down by precinct and by crime type as above. 

3. Weekly totals: For each of the 6 precincts total crime for each. 
of the 13 weeks is plotted, as well as the city-wide total. 
There is no breakdown by crime type. 

'4. Daily totals: These graphs consist of 7 points with each point 
being a total over the 13 weeks. Only the total crime counts are 
broken down by precinct. The city-wide daily totals are broken 
down into each' of the 3 crime types. 

5. In addition to the graphs, we have looked at two contingency 
tables constructed from the data. These are'titled: "Log-Linear 
Models". This output contains listings of various marginal tables. 

We present these graphs as summary statistics which may be useful for fur-

ther studies as well as reference. Time did not permit a complete analysis of 

this data, but we discuss a number of interesting facets of the data which 'tve 

hope will serve as guides for future analysis. 

1. Perhaps the overriding point is that 13 weeks of data is not 
nearly enough to come to any firm conclusions. There are two 
sources of variability inherent in crime data: Firstly is the 
variability of occurences and secondly is that due to errors in 
recording. This especially affects the hourly figures since quite 



often the exact time of occurrences is not known and must be es
timated. 
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2. The l68-hour graphs indicate a low point in crime occurrence be
tween the hours of 4 and 6 a.m. This is consistent across days 
of the week and among different precincts. However, looking at 
the graphs between the respective low points each day there is n,) 
clear trend during the other hours. A graph compiled over an en
tire year would be necessary to detect any definite patterns. 

3. There is one point of note in the l68-hour graph for precinct 6. 
Though not conclusive, there is evidence that the hour to hour 
variability is greater in the first half of the week than in the 
second. 

4. It was hoped that the 9l-day graphs might indicate some reason-' 
ability but it is apparent that a full year's data would be nec
essary for this. It would be of interest to perform a time series 
analysis upon an entire yearts data to detect cyclic trends. 

5. The city-wide, 9l-hour graph does point out 3 days as possible 
outliers, that is, days that don't fit into the overall pattern. 
These points, which are circled are Saturday of week 1, and the 
Wednesdays of weeks 4 and 6, respectively. The Saturday is lower 
than expected and it is primarily type 3 crimes which are low. 
It is also'seen that the first Wednesday is high in crime types 
1 and 2, while the second is high in type 3 crimes. The Saturday 
is low consistently among the 6 pr\~cincts, and the second Wednes'" 

''day is consistently high. However, the high count on the Wednes
day of the fourth week is due to high counts in precincts 4 and 6. 
These three days would warrant futher inspection to determine a 
possible cause for the anomalous behavior. 

6. Perhaps the most interesting observation is that of the daily to
tals,. Looking at the graphs by precinct there is no indication of 
a trend. However, the seven days totaled over the entire city 
show that total crime is highest in the first three days of the 
week and then decreases to its lowest value on Sunday. This data 
alone would seem to be contradictory to the usual assumption that 
crime is most prevalent on weekends. The city-wide graphs, broken 
down by crime type, prove interesting. The violent crimes ~i..::.r:= 1) 
are lowest on Monday and increase to their peak on the weekend. 
The serious property crimes (type 2) are high on Monday and Tues
day and then decrease steadily. The remaining crimes (type 3) 
are considerably lower on Sunday than the rest of the week, but 
otherwise do not seem to vary significantly. The reason that the 
overall graph does not indicate the rising incidence of violent 
crimes is that they are a small (10% approx.) proportion of the 
overall crimes. 

This observation again points up to the need for a careful consideration of 

priorities. There does seem to be clear differences in patterns between different 

types of crimes and some compromises may be necessary in an overall crime program. 

M~re importantly, these data are occurrences of crimes and not calls for service. 

----~-----------~-------~-~------- ---
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If the overriding goal 'of the MP~ is to reduce response times, this data may not 

be applicable. There are, of course, relationships bet'i·reen crime patterns and 

calls for service but they ar.e distinct variables. 

Before discussing the two contingency tables that lye have analyzed, a brief 

description of what such a table is. ITe sample elements from a population and 

classify each element by two or !oore variables. For instance, w(\ may sample 

people and determine their sex and hair color. This would yield a two dimensional 

table with two rows (sex) and three columns (black, brown, or blonde hair). Each 

of the six entries in the table would be filled by the number of persons in the 
" .. 

sa!lple who simultaneously satisfy both variables. If we had also asked each persoll 

sampled whether they were under or over 21 years of age, ue could now classify each 

person on the basis of 3 variables and construct a three-dimensional table (this 

one would be called a 2 x 3 x 2 table). 'What l>7e hope to do is make inferences 

from the sample to the population. In the first table described above, the imme-

diate question of interest might be whether or not hair color is independent of sex; 

• i. e. are ferJales mOT.e likely to have a particular color of hair than males. Ques

tions li!-~e this may be ans,yered by fitting a model that satisfies the desired cri-

terion and then using a Chi-square test to check if the model is valid. 

Both of the tables that we analyzed were formed by classifying crimes ac-

cording to various categories. ~he first table is the three dimensional one in 

which each crime is classified by the week, hour, and day of its occurrence. 

Various models were fitted to the table but none yielded a very good fit. For 

instance, we fit a model to the margins (1) and (23). This model says that the 

~yeek of occurrence is completely independent of the hour and day of occu~rence. 

The Chi-square value for this model is 2733 on ~088 degrees of. freedom '\Jhich is 

highly significant - indicating that the model does not explain the data very 

"well. Lack of fit of this and the other models indicates that there is no sim-

ple relationshIp to be found among these three variables. 

The second table is a cross-classification by precinct, hour, and day. 
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Again, no simple models provide good fit but in this case, the model of no 

three-factor interaction does fit well. This model says that there is a relation-

~ ship between precinct, hour, and day, but that the relationships between hour and 

day is not affected by precinct. 

,. 
I 

We have also taken a random sample of one day's dispatch records and 

briefly analyzed the data contained therein. From these records we hoped to 

evaluate the distributions of service times by looking at various histograms. 

This did not prove fruitful as there was not enough data. A number of the re-

cords had to be discarded because not all of the necessary times were recorded and 

in some cases, negative response times were recorded. We feel that any analysis of 

this data would best be put aside until the improved collection techniques are 

implemented. We further recommend that an analysis of the 1974 crime data would 

not be warranted at this time';. while some useful information would be gained from 

such an analysis, it would be wiser to devote the MPD efforts to other tasks. 

2. DATA COLLECTION NEEDS 

-
The main point to be made here j.s that the type of data needed depends 

crucially on the objectives of the MPD. Since these objectives are apt to change 

in order to modify at an early time the type of data collected. We assume here 

that the primaxy task at hand is to Htudy the question of patrol allocation and 

we will discuss the corresponding data requirements. 

A. TIMES OF EVENTS 

It is most essential to have as accu:tate an assessment as possible of all of 

the times relevant to police operations in servicing a call. These are: 

1. Time when police are made aware of need for service 
2. Time when dispatcher is aware of need for service 
3. Time at which a police vehicle is dispatched to scene 
4. Time of arrival at scene 
5, Time of completion of primary service 

(primary service include all service rendered by the ar
riving officers in the immediate proximity of the scene 
of the call) 

6, Time of completion of secondary service by patrol officers 
(this includes taking people to jail, to hospital, etc.) 

7. Times (beginning and end) 'Y'hen patrol officers are not re
sponding to a call, but are unavailable for dispatch 
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Each of these times should be accurately noted and carefully stor.ed for 

retrieval. It is very important that clocks be synchronized and round-off pro

cedures be made uniform. 

An additional time should be noted where possible. This is the time of 

occurence of the event requiring call for service. When this time is unknown, 
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it should be so recorded, but when it is known, this information should be noted. 

This knowledge can be important for determining strategies of preventive patrol 

or for assessing modes of operation for possible criminals. 

B. TYPE OF CALL FOR SERVICE .'. 

Information here needs to be collected on two levels. Firstly, the priority 

of the call as assessed by the dispatcher, (if there are priority classifications), 

must be noted. Secondly, the exact nature of the case as determined by the officers 

in the field must be recorded. The latter can include coding, as is currently 

practiced by filling out Offense Report Codes, but calls for other types of ser

vice should have similar coding options. 

C. LOCATION OF SCENE OF CALL FOR SERVICE 

The re:!ording officer will clearly wish to record the precise location 

(i.e. address if available) of a call for service and, in some instances, this 

address should be stored. For most questions of a~location of patrol, such in

formation is not really necessary, (except perhaps for special surveillance of a 

handful of locations). Location information required would certainly include the 

precinct, but a finer breakdown would seem highly desirable. One possible sug

gestion would be to record location by sector, and perhaps even by subsector if a 

sector can conveniently be divided into meaningful sub-divisions. (Such sub

divisions could take into account apartment complexes or barriers within a sec

tor like parks or railroad tracks). The use of census tract information would 

seem.less desirable since the boundaries of census tracts would rarely correspond 

to useful police boundaries and would even lead to situations where one tract lies 

partly within two precincts. 

These are the primary data requirements as we see them at the present time. 

I 
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We do have two additional comments "t-lhich we make below: 

1. At present, the information on bicycle thefts, narcotics, and possibly 
other activities are compiled and stored entirely separately from the 
main body of data on calls for service. While there might very well 
be the need for administrative autonomy and, in the case of narcotics. 
some secrecy as well, it would appear sensible to coordinate the pro
cedures for data. collection and storage as much as possible. 

2. There are currently several police units operating within the City 
of }!inneapolis which are not directly controlled by the MPD. These 
would include the University of }linnesota Police. among others. 
Again it would appear sensible to coordinate data collection and 
storage so that all data could be conveniently retrieved and ana
lyzed should this be desirable. 

We recommend that the MPD modify their data collection and storage pro-

cedures so that the information necessary for patrol allocation planning will be 

available. We would emphasize that it is important to have standardized pro-

cedures so that the data will be as uniform and free from error as possible. It 

would appear to tlS that some system similar to the Charlotte Computerized Dis-

patching System might serve as an important tool. We wish to point out that we 

are not familiar with systems which might be competitors of the Charlotte System 

and hence cannot make a specific recommendation. Yet, we feel strongly that 

some system with the capabilities of the Charlotte System would be of great 

usefulness to the HPD. 

Finally, we '\V'ould like to encourage the HPD to explore the possibility of 

implementing a Patrol Car Locator System. It appears to us that despite the 

considerable expense of such a system, it could provide information which could 

materially benefit police operations. Further study would be required here, but 

we feel that the possible gain of such a system might very well justify the expense. 

3. MODEL ASSUMPTION 

Before going into the specific assumptions of the t~"o models Tqe must make 

clear the distinction between them. PCAM considers the precincts as the fundamental 

units and based on precinct-wide parameters (call-for-service rates and average 

service times-it computes various theoretical quantities for the precincts. These 

quantities can be used to decide how to allocate the cities' patrol units among 

the precincts. On the other hand the Hypercube Queuing Hodel (HQM) starts with 

. , .... '" ~, . , 
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a fixed number of units within a specific precinct and computes estimates of 

quantities useful for deciding upon a configuration of beats within the precinct. 

In brief, then, PCAl1 is entirely inter-precinct, while HOH is entirely intra-

precinct. 

2. 

PCAM 

1. The basic distributional assumptions are that calls are generated by 
a Poisson process and that service times have an exponential distribu
tion. These assumptions are made in all queuing models because of math
ematical simplicity. How well these models fit Minneapolis data must be 
carefully examined. PCAH a11o,v-s different Poisson parameters for dif
ferent priorities of calls which makes the model somewhat more tenable 
but there has been evidence of the non-Poisson nature of crime generation 
in the past. The assumption of an. exponential distribution for service 
times should also be .questioned. This type of distribution is one in 
which, with highest probability, service time is small and the larger the 
service time, the smaller is the probability of occurrence. PCAM does 
assume the same service time parameter for each priority of call. 
The authors themselves point out that a negative exponential distribution 
may not adequately describe service times for priority 1 (highest priority) 
calls. Assuming that each of the three priorities of calls have the same 
service time, distributions may be even more tenuous; if, in fact, priority 
1 calls have an average service time that is, lets say, twice that of 
priority 3 calls, then more calls of the latter type w'i1l be placed in 
queue than predicted by the model. 

The dispatcher is assumed to operate in the following manner: all calls 
are serviced on a first come first served basis provided a car is available. 
If no car is available then the call is placed in queue and then serviced 
according to priority. Thus, for instance, if there were only 1 unit avail
able within the precinct it would be dispatched to a priority 3 call. It is 
certainly a good feature of the model to have priorities but the simulated 
dispatch system must accurately reflect the working of the real dispatcher, 
if not the model must be completely unsuitable. 

3. An important feature of PCA}1 is that it attempts to incorporate the fact 
that patrol units are often not available for other reasons than responding 
to calls for service. The model takes this into account by computing an 
"effective" number of cars based on the ac;tua1 number of cars and the per-

.centage of time busy on other than calls for service (cfs). The percentage 
of time spent on non-cfs duties is assumed to be a linear function of the 
percentage of time spent on cfs. The program input includes the two para
meters in the linear ~e1ation~hip (unavailability parameters). The manual 
states that this assumption was met in Los Angeles but it is crucial to 
check it in ltinneapolis. Perhaps more important is to define exactly what 
unavailable time is; for instance, officers may be called away from certain 
types of business (meals) for a priority 1 call, but not fo~ a priority 3 
call. A study of non-cfs time might be warranted on its own to determine if 
certain precincts are spending more time than others on non-vital functions. 

;) 
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1. A serious drawback of this model is that it does not allow for a distinction 
to be made between levels of importance of calls as does PCAM. if the MPD 
18 very concerned about reducing response times for high priority calls but 
is willing to tolerate an increase in response time to low priority calls to 
achieve this than HQM will not be applicable. 

z. The distributional assumptions of calls for service and service-times are 
similar to those of PCAM, namely a Poisson distribution of calls and an ex
ponential distribution of service times. Call rates can be different for 
diffa~ent reporting zones but they are assumed to be con~tant over time which 
is almost certainly not tX'ue. The model does allow different average service 
times for different units, but again assumes the distributions don't change 
over time. Furthermore, these distributions would be more applicable if there 
was a breakdown into, at least, different priorities. 

3. The model allowS one of four dispatch strategies to be used - these are care
fully described in the user's man~la1. Of course, as noted in 1, these are 
all oversim~'lifications since the dispatcher is assumed to act independently 
of the type Q£ call received. Moreover it is important to carefully decide 
on which of the strategies~ if any, provide a reasonable approximation to 
the MPD's di~patching methods. 

4. Trav.al times at"e simulated on the basis of a "Manhatten-metric," i.e. that 
thet"e is a pet"pendiculaX' grid of streets throughout the precinct with no 
impediments to the movement of a patX'ol unit. This may not be a good appX'ox
imntion in some precincts where parks and rivers may cX'eate boundaries for 
travel. The model will allow the user-to supply estimates of average travel 
time between reporting area if such estimates are available. Again there is 
the drawback of not being able to model different travel speeds as in precinct 
1. 

SUIDnlary: We have not tried to list every nuance of the proposed model but only 

tlm most important and questionable assumptions of the two models. Some of these 

that we question may in fact be reasonable, but they must be verified. There has 

not: been, to our knowledge, any careful studies made of how well these models fit a 

teal oity. Furthermore, if in fact they do fit well, it must be determined how sensi-

tive they nre to estimates of input parameters. 

One final point is if it is decided to implement these models then careful 

thought should go into using them wisely. The models are not independent of each 

other as the results of PCAM dete.rmine hmv many patrol units to allocate to a precinct 

while different beat ge.ometries indicated by HQM will affect how many units are needed 

... within nprec:il,lct. 
~=="=='C_·='·~-.• C~-.'C.-- .. _ .. 
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4. A PROPOSAL FOR EVALUATION OF POLICE ALLOCATION SYSTEMS 

The adoption of a new police allocation system by the MPD will require some means 

of evaluation. This will be necessary in order to provide evidence on the success of 

the new plan. The problems of evaluation are quite complex, but with care, useful in-

formation can be obtained. 

Before designing an experiment to aid in evaluation, it is absolutely essential 

to decide on a list of response variables by which the new allocation system is to be 

judged. This list should contain the response variables which are indicators of the 

important objectives of the MPD. The sorts of responses to be considered could in-

clude response time, fraction of time spent answering calls, fraction of time spent 

outside of home sector, total calls for service, and total crimes, among others. 

It is imperative that all of the data necessary for determining the values of the 

response variables be accurately collected and stored •. To this end, considerable care 

must be given to the method of data collection and storage which the }~D intends to 

~ use. Many of the.responses of interest will require data which is currently unavailable 
/ 

but could be provided by some system like the computerized dispatched currently under 

study by the MPD. 

It has b~cln demonstrated that police experiments are particularly difficult to 

design due to the problems of maintaining adequate controls. It is felt by some experts 

in the area of police statistics (notable S. Fienberg of the University of Minnesota) 

that it is unrealistic to expect to obtain statistically significant results for cities 

that are smaller than Los Angeles. 

1.) Even for cities of such a size, it is a time-consuming and costly process 

to undertake and analyze experiments. Clearly then, it will be virtually impossible 

to expect results significant in a statistical sense for any experiment designed for 

Minneapolis. We do feel, that despite these considerations, there is real merit for 

the MPD to design an experiment to evaluate any new allocation system it inten'dsi't:o 
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implement. The inror,mation to be gained ~ill almost certainly allow only qualitative 

~ cQneluoiono but a carefully achieved qualitative conclusion is much better than no 

conclualLon.. .at (1,11. We suggest below a simple experiment which could quite easily 

be undertaken by the MPD. 

We notethnt the characteristics of the six precincts allow them to be split into 

tbree groupo. The first group consists of the two precincts with substantial minority 

population ~ precincts 4 and 6. 1t is also important that these two precincts have 

bot;h baen involved in the Patrol Emphasis Program and hence have both been subj ect to 

spee:f.nltrcat:ml~nt. The second group contains the. three relatively affluent areas -

prccincto 2, 3, and 5. Theae three would seem rather similar although the presence 

of the mnin branch of the University of Minnesota might cause precinct 2 to show some 

unique bchuvi,or. The third group contains precinct 1, the downtown area, which clearly 

Wn propose crent::tng two sats of pai-rs of p-recincts for use in our design with the 

, otb(lr two prcc:lnctD. used qualitatively at least as a form of control. The design is 

cOfamtlully u cross-over design 'tvith blocking. 

2.) We suggest tIme precincts 4 and 6 be one pair with two of the three precincts -

2, 3, and 5 no the other. 1£ it is felt that precinct 2 might be anomalous due to the 

p:ceG(mc(! ()'f t~l\e Untve-rsity) then precincts 3 and 5 should be chosen as the second pair. 

Randomly (~l\Ooge one precinct f-rom each pair and for a fixed period of time (one 

:venr would be good) use the new police allocation system in those chosen p-recincts 

{lIltl UO(\ tIm old (tmrrent) system in the other precincts of each pair. After the fiJll.ed 

I)Ot':lotl of time, reverse the systems in each pair. For example~ one could apply the 

n~w oyntem. :t:n precinc.ts 4 und 5'1 and the old (current) system in precincts 6 and 3 for 

tlm firtat:. yt~nr~ Tium use the old system in precincts 4 and 5 and the new system in 

prc(~int~ts G ntnl 3 for the second yent'o Heanwhile precincts 1 and 2 should be left on 

the 01(1 nystem for both years to serve as a form of control. .J 
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We will not spend much time here discussing analysis of this experiment as even 

~ such a simple design can result in many complex issues. We will say here that by 

finding the relative improvement of one allocation system over the other for each 

e , 

precinct of each pair, some qualitative comparison of the systems may be made. For 

example, let uS suppose that we are examining some time variable. Let us suppose 

that precinct A uses the new allocation system for the first year. Let us use the 

following hypothetical values for the time variable considered: 

Precinct A Precinct B 

1st year (new) 
2nd year (old) 

3 min 
7 min 

(old) 
(new) 

4 min 
6 min 

We might (subject to a whole host of vital questions) qualitatively conclude that 

the old system requires an average of 1 minute more than the new system for this time 

variable for this pair of precincts. f 1 = ~ [(7-3) + (4-6)J3 We emphasize again 

that such information is highly qualitative and open to serious discussion. 

The data from our experiment will allow us to use two pairs of two precincts 

to provide the sort of comparison above for each response variable. There will also 

be data for the two control precincts which can give us some qualitative information on 

the inherent change during the two years of the experiment. 

Two additional comments on our design are in order. Firstly, it is absolutely 

essential to keep all phases of police operation constant over the period of time of 

the experiment. Any changes such as adding cars to a shift or changing dispatcher 

strategy will introduce enough error to wipe out the possibility for drawing even 

qualitative conclusions from the experiment. If the MPD feels that some changes must 

be made, our design could tolerate a uniform citywide change at the cross-over point 

(at the end of the first year). but even this should be avoided if possible. 

Secondly, one might wish to explore the possibility of shortening the time of the 

experiment. We would feel that this would be very unwise due to the extreme effects 

~. of seasonab-u.ity in: M:tfih~apo1:,:(~. snolIla-aslrorter~exper:fmen-fbe~=cons:fcterecf nec.-essary) -

it would be very important to see that both halves of the total time period are as 
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,1milar ao possible. For example, a six month experiment could be run from May through 

e October, with each o£the three month segments - May, June, July and August, September 

and October ~ nk~de up of warm weather months. We would recommend against such a 

shortening if at all possible. 

We would strongly recommend that the MPD undertake an experiment such as the one 

de8cribcd in order to evaluate any new allocation system. We caution the MPD not to 

expect striking conclusions but to be content with very modest qualitative results. 

One 8uch qualitative result which we would anticipate as likely for some of the re-

sponae variables would be that the two allocation systems do not show much difference. 

Suell n null f1.11d1ng is certainly important. However, there will be the possibility 

thnc, for oWler reaponse variables there might be an important difference between 

ayotemo which this experiment could dectect. In any case, the design and execution 

ota eoad experiment will provide as much information as possible on the relative 

fit 
Jttcri.tD of the two systems. 

I 
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SUB-APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY * 

This appendix is intended to serve as a guide to the graphs and statistics pre

~ sented along with our final report. 

As explained in the body of the report, the original data consists of offenses 

recorded during the 13 weeks beginning April 21, 1975. This data does not include 

bicycle thefts or drug related offenses. 

1) The offenses were first divided into three categories as described in the body 
of the report. Within each of the three categories, crimes were catalogued by 
precinct, week, day of the week, and hour of the day. Precincts are, of course, 
numbered from 1 through 6. Weeks are numbered from 1 to 13 with week 1 begin
ning April 28. Days of the week range from 1 to 7 with day 1 being Monday. 
Hours are numbered from 1 through 25 where hour 1 represents the time from mid
night through 1 a.m., hour 24 is from 11 p.m. through midnight, and',hour 25 
is used for those crimes for which the hour was recorded as being unknown. 

2) A list of 13,650 entries (13650= 6 x 13 x t x '25) was created from the original 
data. Each entry in the list contained 4 bits of information, each corresponding 
to the appropriate precinct, week, day, and<'.hour: the number of crimes of type 
1, type 2, type 3, and the total of crimes. 

3) All of the attached computer output was produced by SNAP, a package of statistical 
routines available on the CYBER 74 computer at the University of Minnesota. 

~ 4) Titles for all of the graphs are to be found at the top of each page. 
I 

5) In the "168-hour" graphs, the first hour is Monday from 12 to 1 a.m. The crimes 
for which the hour was unknown are not included in these graphs. For this rea
son, the total crimes shown in each graph will not correspond to the other graphs 
which do include the crimes of the unknown (25th) hour. 

6) In each "9l-day" graph, the first point is Monday of the first week and the 
days progress from there in calendar order. 

7) It should be remembered that 11 of the graphs are graphs of totals of crimes 
and not averages. Thus, if in the future similar graphs are constructed, care 
must be taken in comparing them, i.e. a graph of daily totals based upon more 
than 13 weeks of data will naturally be higher. 

8) We include a description of each of the models fit to the contingency tables. 
Each model is headed by a line reading "MODEL:' ••• " with three different chi
square values given below. The chi-square value underlined is the Pearson 
chi-square which is appropriate and the other two values may be safely ignored. 

* Graphs and statistics referred to here are available for examination at the 
Minneapolis Police Department. 
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SUMMARY OUTLINE OF MINNEAPOLIS POLICE PATROL E~WHASIS PROJECT EVALUATION 

Major Findings 

A. The requirements for the allocation of police patrol resources vary accord
ing to a number of factors. 

1. By community. 

2. Spacia11y and temporarily within a community. 

a. Due to physical characteristics 

b. Due to demographic characteristics 

c. Due to undeterministic arrival of calls for service. 

B. Patrol performance is related to a number of variables. 

1. The structure and style of command and supervision. 

2. The content and competence of training. 

3. The policies and procedures in relation to the dispatch of patrol units. 

4. The availability and quality of investigative support. 

5. The type of non-call for service activity engaged in. 

Recommended Reforms 

A. Patrol resource allocation. 

1. Minneapolis Police Department should immediately institute a training 
program in the allocation and deployment of patrol resources. 

2. Minneapolis Police Department should immediately take steps to develop 
and maintain a dynamic data base related to patrol activity. 

3. Minneapolis Police Department should initiate the use of luanual and 
computerized decision making models for planning resource allocation 
and deployment. 

4. During the time that the decision making is taking place, Minneapolis 
Police Department should have available computerized programs to e:x:tra
polate needed information upon demand and to interact with the cbmputer
ized decision making models. 
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B. Improvement of patrol productivity_ 

1. Minneapolis Police Department should initiate formal policies and pro
cedures governing the dispatch operations. These policies and proce
dures should be designed to increase patrol productivity. 

2. Concurrent with #1, Minneapolis Police Department should initiate a 
call SCT-cen and expediting program. 

3. The Minneapolis Police Department should expand the role of the patrol 
officer in investigating crime and gathering information. 

4. The Minneapolis Police Department should supply technical and investi
gative support to patrol officers at the precinct level. 
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5* The Minneapolis Police Department should increase the use of information 
processing system as an aid which is directly available to the patrol 
officer. 

c. Changes to enhance other reforms. 

1. The Minneapolis Police Department should implement an on-going manage
ment lovel training program. 

2. The Minneapolis Police Department should create an operatiuns-analysis 
and information service unit to monitor and evaluate community needs 
and departmental operations. 

3. The Minneapolis Police Department should operationally restructure 
the Planning and Research Division to emphasize long term and stra
tegic planning and continued research • 
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PATROL AND CLERIC~L SUPPORT tD-55 

'rho. cffeetivcncss i:~1.d t.he prod\lctivity of police patrol is directly related to 

tbe q,Ulll1ty l1nd quantity of supportive service available to patrol officers. The 

,upport:t.ve. tJcrv:Lceo provided by clerical personnel within the police department is 

of extreme. importance totha operation of an effective pa,trol unit. Within the 

M1nncapoliB Police Department, this eva.luator observed a conflict between the 

eff1~1ent operation Ot the patrol bureau and the current operations of the clerical 

'l11a fUnet10n of tha. patrol unit is p:r:i.marily that of a Field Investigative and 

Preventive taw Enforcement Urtit. Arising out of their actions in the field is a 

cquir.mnent that tlwae field officers generate 1!'~ports. Effect:f.ve patrol operations 

would. dmlk1nd that the time needed to generate these reports be minimi~ed without a 

l,mm of informatitm, goin~ into the. reports 

The current: operation in tho }tinneapolis Police Department consists of the 

I:allowlng nmt:llOds of originating reports: 

III Police officers ar(~ allowed to hand prepare their reports. This was 
:found not to bl! the prnctice other than the property offense report 
forma in the two Patrol Emphasis Precincts. 

Ha OfficClra may d1.ctatc. their reports to a typist~ This may occur at the 
Stano Pool in the Courthouse or, if the Precinct has a typist available, 
it tim,>" occur at th(~ Prodnct during the hours that. th~l typists are working. 

/13 A dlctating syt.ltom is available for officers to call in their r.eports. 

The (lopartnml1t IHltl ~at:nblished policies dictating wh:i.ch of the above systems 

ahm:ld he uoed for cm:tain types .of reports. The prevalent practice Within the' 

lUnm:~n{~oltH l.>oli<.'e, Depurtmant i$ fat' patrol officers to dictate the offense reports 

mHo ,ttl{' dict:ating !~ystcm for later transcription by the clerical personnel. Ac

{~ord!nn.t() th" U('lHll:'tulOnt I s clerical supervisor, this method is used for approxi

ft(l"tcly 60 Imri.'ent: or the reports generated in the Records Division. Offense reports 

fo~ tlN,'lmnl f,l'im{m Utul arrest: reports) officet's statements) and supplements are 

'-' ,', 
'""L"~"''':"",~C'''_'' "_" "_' _. __ "' __ ._.~,_, __ ~"~~ __ 
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3) R.cport lludit procedures be implemented as permanent operations. 

4) Report~making should become an inservice function with officers remaining 
~tv(lillJble for calla. (An alterna.tive to 114: Reposition units to cover 
d:totrictrJ vacated by officero trulldng reports. This alternative may be 
combined with 114) • 

Q 
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• RECORD AUDIT REPORT I 

8/28/75 

On MondaYt August 25, 1975, Lucille Larson, a Data Control Clerk assigned to 

the Crime Analyaia Unit, began an audit research project comparing complaint cards 

to offense reports. This project involved searching nine days of complaint cards 

lmd rocording the complaint numbers and the offense type for all complaint cards 

which indicated that a report was required. During this research she reviewed 

over ;(.00 complaint ca'rds, of wM.ell. over 1100 indicated that reports were required. 

After rccot'd'!,ng the above information, she checked the complaint list that 

sho had generated with the offense reports logged 1 which indicates the complaint 

numlml!'tl of all offense reports filed. The comparison indicated the possibility 

of 89 required offense reports not having been filed~' Those possibly missing, 

eM nhown in the comparison were~ 3 robberies, 20 burglaries, 39 thefts, 9 assaults, 
r 

nn(1 l,a dmnar;cd property. 

lriffh I~(lrDon. Mr. Norman Iloel, and I made an exhaustive search for several of 

ttu~ m1auing rep()rCth l~e. located all but 1 of the robberies, and it would appear 

Clutt t:lmr~ io un 80 percent chance that that report is not in the file. Several 

othur complaint t'e.corda were chosen at random and the:i.r reports were seat;ched for; no 

~~pOt'tfl we~e found. 

lnfut'thur discussion ~.,ith Hr. Hoel, vre concludad that there is a possibility 

thilt Dom~ of t:he:::;e roports may, in fact, be in file but that they are not traceable 

uuder tho curr~nt record system. It: is felt that a number of the reports are, in 

fO,<>t" mlturin~ nnd t:llOt this could be caused by an error on the complaint card in 

titm nct:tion. 'V11\f:~r\\ it indic~ltcs thnt. n report should be made, or an error on the re-

lltwt:ing officm:'a bchulf in failing to make. the required report. Whatever the rea

• ,BOn fin' tho r~pot'ta not being tlccessible, the problem is one of lack of accountability 

in"'{?'ontt'ol over tho £101>1 of infortn~'ltion 'Within the department. 

-~-----.-------------.- -----
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I am at this time recommending to the Minneapolis Police Department the in-

stitution of a report audit system for a four week trial period, starting September 

1st. 

Lynn E. DeLong 
Director~ Patrol Emphasis Program 

--I 
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RECORD AUDI't REPORT II 

10/6/75 

In n follow-up to the record audit report of August 28, 1975, the staff of 

the Ct'ifll(~ Ana1y010 Unit has conducted a record audit of the information from the 

M1mlOapoliu Police Department as it affects and is effected by the operation of 

Plltrol Bureau, the Communications Division, the Records Division, and the Minneap-

olis Management Information Services. This report will be related to these areas. 

Tbe check of the information gathered by the Communications Division shows 

tlHlt:: n great donl of variance occurs in the recording of information on the complaint 

mIrd!}. The firnt variance occm!'s in the recording of times of receipt of calls. 

It appeat's that where some complaint clerks record the time at which they answered 

the tel(\pl\om~, otl1ere record the time when they have completed gathering and record-

:tug tlla information llnd are about to forward the complaint card to the dispatcher. 

l?ut'cllc,l,;' f n check .of the procedure revealed that the time used for recording varies 

llepentl1ng u1)on the device used to obtain the time and maybe inconsistent with the 

time \lacd on tIm time stamp machine. Observers noted numerous occasions where the 

time tile ~nll waG received as indicated on the complaint card was after the time 

imUlmtNl that: tlm unit had been dispa tched. On extreme occasions, it was noted 

tlmt the unit was dispatched four minutas before time call received was entered 

upon the (,Oluplllint card. 

Fut'ther nt'l1dy of the practice of recording times reveals that the time first 

8t"lmI)(~d on tlu~ complaint: ca.rd by the dispatcher may be (1) the time that the 

('ord reaehcotlu! di6pntclmr. or (2) the time that the dispatcher retrieves the card 

f'r1'itn. tIm lmlr t (.)t' (3) the time that the dispatcher first attempts to dispatch a 

unitt ()l-~ (4) the time that it unit has acknmvledged the receipt of the dispatchers 

ttKHlt.i"fW. At f.:b~ time Qf t1\e second record audit atudy, the second time stamped most 

'$ 
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frequently upon the complaint card indicated the time the dispatcher was advised 

e that the squad signed to a call had cleared. This time has an inherent inaccuracy 

due to the officers not reporting immediately upon clearing in the field. The in-

accuracy continues due to the lack of uniformity in the recording practices within 

the complaint center. The inaccuracy occuring in the complaint center occurs prim-

arily during times of high communications activities for the dispatcher. The dis-

patcher is more likely to take car,e of more urgent matters before time stamping 

the clearance time on the card. At the time that the second record audit study 

was completed at the end of September of 1975, the situation of greatest concern 

to the Crime Analysis Unit was the lack of arrival times being placed upon the card. 

The concern was not only because the lack of recording; it was concern that 'the 

arrival of patrol units was not reported to the communications center and therefore 

the communications center personnel and supervisors seldom knew when or if a unit 

had arrived at the call until the unit advise of clearing from lthe call. 

Variance also occurred in the method used to record addresses on the complaint 

card. In some cases, it is found that common landmarks were used by recording their 

discriptive name as apposed to their physical location or address. This practice 

rather than hampering dispatching appears highly likely to enhance police reSponse 

and in all certainty will be a continued practice of the police department. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is this evaluators recommendation that a computer file of common landmarks 

be created and that an on-line up-date proccdure be made available to communications 

personne~ in order to facilitate the continuing accuracy of a landmark and place 

name location file. 

No consistent practice was observed in regard to the recording of complainants 

name and location. In regards to certain public agencies and other institutions, 

the name of the institution was substituted for the name of the actual person calling. 

---- -~--~-~------
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A Itrrganumber of complaint cards were observed in which no complainant's name had 

~ been recorded and no explanation was given as to the reason for the lack of a com-

• 

• 

plainantfs name nor was possible identifiable characteristics such as anonymous 

fC1Ilulf! Or' male with accent, etc .. ; given. It w.as further noted that address and 

telephone information for the complainant was seldom recorded. This information 

or the lack of it becomes significant in consideration of the number of calls in 

8c~v1ee which tho officers respond to and then give a disposition of gone on arrival. 

It is urged that the communication center process as much as possible including 

requiring the complainant's name, address and telephone number, and at where this 

information is not avail.able, that a brief discription of the charateristices of 

the caller be inserted in place of this information . 

In observation of the screening process used by the complaint takers in the 

communications CCtlt:ct', it is recommended that a uniform system of call screening 

bo initiated by the adoption of standardized complaint-taking procedures. 

The study indicated that the complaint numbers were not sequentially ordered 

by the titne that tho call was received. Often the complaint nuabers were sequen-

t:tnlly oruct"cd by the time that the unit cleared, but in the cases where the unit 

did not cloUl::' or the dispatcher did not record the clearance time immediately upon 

cl~l'l:rnnr,(!, the complaint number ... ·laS generated at the time that the clearance time 

wao stumpml on t:110 card. this procedure made it extremely difficult to audit the 

rccot'(l sytltam manually sin.ce the records are filed by complaint number. On several 

oCl.moiona when manual checkS were mnde of the complaint card files, it was noted 

that t;h(! calls being received bet\veen 2200 houl;'s and 2400 hours were sometimes 

gt"(H..1l)Nl w:lth 'Culls that: 'vere t'ocoived betlveen 0600 hours and 0700 hours the next 

-------~-----. 
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morning. 

~ RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Communications Center procedure be modified so as 
d' 

to assign a case control number at the time which the call for service is received. 

B. BUREAU OF RECORDS 

At the time of this record study, the Bureau of Records received the complaint 

cards from the Communication Division and performed the function of sorting the 

cards and ordering the cards in sequence by complaint number and filing the com-

plaint cards in a current complaint card file. The complaint cards remained in 

the current file until additional space was needed, at which time the complaint 

cards were filed in cardboard boxes to be taken ID the basement of the Courthouse. 

No information was extracted from the complaint cards and no indexing or cross-

refel~ence was done with the cards. For all practical purposes, at the point at which 

the complaint card leaves the dispatcher afte~ the squad has cleared the assignment, 

the complaint card is rendered useless. (Note: The new Complaint Card Entry System 

has now captured and made most of the complaint card data useful, (1 Dec 76).) 

The extended record audit revealed results consistant with the pilot record 

audit completed in last August of 1975. Approximately one-fifth of the 13,150 

complaint cards checked indicated that reports were required. Researchers in checking 

the departmental files found that on any single day six to 16 percent of these cases 

did not reach the files. As indicated in the pilot report, an extensive search was 

made for missing reports from selected days of the study. The search included chec.king 

the alphabetical index files, the crime book and divisional files. The Crime Analysis 

Unit used a random number generator to select one of the days for which it audited 

records. The unit did an extensive record search and investigation looking for 

the missing reports for that day. (It should be noted that the random selection 

process used resulted in the selection of a date which has. a status of a maj or holiday.) 

Of the 37 reports which after second le:vel search had remained missing, only t'(olO were 

",0 -------------~.~-~~-----~. ~~.--
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located in the extensive search~ This extensive search was made for the missing 

rcpoX'cs tlu:ce weeks after the date shown on the complaint cards. Researchers 

were in£ormedthat the likelihood of a report being filed later than three weeks 

after the :incident was negligible. 

This reoearch leads the unit to conclude that there are three major catagories 

into which to classify the missing records. These catagories are: 

1. Reports that were never prepared by field officers. 

2. Reports that were prepared but never reached the file. 

3. Reports that were prepared and filed, but are unlocateable. 

It: io recommended that the Hinneapolis Police Department create a record 

nudit; mechanism to be used to monitor police reporting process from the time 

• I 

thnt the initinl call for service is generated thru the final disposition of the 

CUtH~. 

It in rO{~o!Illnended that the MinneapoUs Police Department initiate supervis-

ory practices to ensure the creation of reports containing pertinent information . 

• 
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EVALUATION REPORT! INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT UNITS 
POLICE PATROL EMPHASIS PROJECT 

A significant part of the Police Patrol Emphasis Program in the 

City of Minneapolis was the assignment of investigative personnel at 

tha patrol, precincts. On March 1st of 1975; the investigational sup-

port units were assigned to the two laboratory precincts. Each of 

these units consisted of 8 officers who were deployed based upon a 

workload aoalyois of the requirements of their services. In each pre-

c:lnct:, those units consisted of 4 investigators, 2 sergeants and 2 ju-

venilc officers, These units were to handle all property crimes and 

juvenile offenses at the precinct level. They were to assist the pa

trol offi(!cr handling preliminary investigations and the patrol officers 

were to nsaiat these units handling follow-up investigation. 

Prior to MUrch 1st of 1975, a city-wide survey was conducted which 

tcaulted :tn n finding that patrol off:icers, supervisors and commanders 

felt that there was little or no effective communication between members 

of the patrol bureau and members of the investigative bureau. An ex-

Cet')tiOll to this finding- is to be noted in the 1st precinct which is head-

quul:tercd in the same building as the investigative bureaus. 

In Auuuot: nnd September of 1975, a city-wide survey was again con-

duct~d. '.chin time the members of the patrol bureau in the 1st, 2nd, 

3rd ood 5th prec.incts indicated the same response as had been recorded 

cnt'licr in the y~~nt'. The t~o laboratory precincts (the 4th and the 6th) 

lUHl markedly changed their conception of the effectiveness of communica

tion between members of the ttolO bureaus. 

Tho 11th lutd the 6th l)recincts' investigators and patrol officers 

imticntt:'d strongly in tlmi-r rt:lsponses that the assignment of investiga .... 

tors to n put1.'ol precinct created more effective communications be .... 

tW(.'tm. the two types of officers -nnd) in their opinion, made their jobs 
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more effective. 

It is this evaluator's recommendation that the assignment of in

vest1gative personnel to patrol precincts be continued in the 4th and 

6th precincts and expanded into the remaining precincts. In addition, 

it is recommended that an automated crime and investigation analysis 

system be instituted within the Minneapolis Police Department in order 

to facilitate the investigation of crimes and to monitor and analyze 

the investigative process. (A t.E.A.A. grant application has been sub

mitted to fund such an automated system.) 

NOTE: Since the original writing of this section, Police Investigators 

have been assigned to one additional precinct. Also, the Juvenile 

Officers have been reassigned to a Central Division. 
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INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION 
LD-70 

~() : Sgt. Berg, Auto Des k DATE: 22 March 1976 

_ROM: Deputy Chief Pufahl SUBJECT: 

• 

Do these recoveries show any pattern that could be used by street squads and 
further, do you feel that this list of recovereds is above the average number 
recovered in that time frame? 

I was wondering by putting this information out does it indeed lead to more 
r~cove~ies by interested district squad people. Would you also forward this 
ll~t wlth comments to Mr. lynn Delong as I want him to look at it from a 
crlme analysis standpoint to see if it would fit into the new grant. 

Al E. Pufahl 
DEPUTY CHIEF OF SERVICES 

Attach • 

AEP: 1 e 

TO; Mr. Lynn DeLo·ng 

From Sgt.L.W.Berg Auto Desk; 

I am sending you alist of recovered cars. We have been including 
a list of recovered cars on the back of the hot sheet to give the 
officers an .idea of where the cars are being stolen and where they 
are being dropped. We have just started tr.,is so it is a Ii ttlG to 
SOOl1 to judge wether there are mo~}e recoveries 0):> not. We feel this 
is a good idea if the officers will use this, it will give them an 
~ndication as to where the car thieves are stealing and d):>opping the 
cars, and hopefully they may be able to make more arrests by catching 
the $eves in the c ara . 

/' .,./ (;.L' /. CL '..t.. -( <.....~c..!-i?'" 
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Vah:tCil"r, }tU:li~)I;rum 1Jincc j~x'ch 8,1916 throUgh pariod"CTHUng noon, Fr'idaj", I~a.r'oh 12,1976: .. 
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'A 61)G~ 
Aft Ol!111 
Kr. 6~;O 
11U 61cfJ 
liC ftlP!f 
r~!~ G!I~C 
HI( frr,tW 
.l1\t J1Ut/ 
J!fl 71 ~l 
NO 7!,!~1~ 
JV"/tiltJ 
l}ti: ·nM 
1m fnn,~ 
IJI t)!,111~ 
AT, 8!I!rG 
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!H fi!/({i 
1}tf tk/I? 
MtM~'l 
1m 9n,~a 
ll(~vtp/l~l~Hi 
CU'l *m','1rJ'G 

61,h ot .&1:;1; AY.U. 
not mtr.:l':1uan 11 .. 
;S'~1. .. 15th 11'/#0. • 
10th & fu[;allo 
11th f~f; (J; $th /tv.S. 
b1; Wc~t 2~th Dt. 
1?9 t!olboul"M f,lr.: 
UllJ.,..l;lttlt AV,11. 

2'121) POt'~lantj 
1820 Ctinton 
181J3...111th llv,S. 
'Ol~, .. l~~th J~ II .D~ 
~G19 tymlalr. 11 
12th &, 11~Mll{\t 

'01;: Tllylo:' lIr~ 
l()~n t; If(l~tf;horM 
U.2'{th St/r,ymlnlc .. Aldr1ch 
2207 Aldl'ich 1i 
"~$' 8t;l)vcmr. S. 
~11)O L1ut l'luoe 
100'( E~111th Ot 
'BIIO (Wand Av. S. 
1?t.11 8-: Hal''<!tl(·1.;to 
;5?f'O .. tI1Itn r.v.S. 
,O!) \'1" $3rtl st: 
,a/t'l Otevcno S. 
?,ah Central Nr': 
~4th ~I.;. t: ?Oth A 1/ • fj. 

'.!i18 .. ,r.th AV. f). 

(\8NJ l101tiHll'f' or~ 
Hh ~ limIt on n. 
nil. hth ~t;. 
'I/H;h t! Dlocninr.ton 
19;iU U1Y!1t.Ni UB 
!lOQG .. ltt /tv.S. 
?IOu Oa:rfivld 
,00!1 .. 1 '{ttl 1. v • S ~ 
li19 H .• i'IV\ $(,. 
52,'l}1 .. )~l·tl Av. 8. 
19th l,; Itth Gt;.lUl! 
S(to .. not ,/\',1'.1:. 
Olift l,) Gll {,caf:o 
1 ~;;(.!':r f'l'POn. n. 
!JUt t.; Ufm:\nrHn 
3f1'3? hJ'l,l: 1m 
t'~,m T.(lt H;/l ~,~~Ul m:. iJr~ 
11~llm .. JH)th Av.fI. 
!!~t';l lJ i,~'~'\h If' n. 
14;'1 r.tfivSm. 
Uth ~. m,eI.1P+'t 

m 

3/10 
2/27 
3/8 
3/10 
~/lO • 
3/11 
')/10 
3/8 
3/10 
3/8 
?-/29 
3/10 
3/6 
~/~ 
?I/t; 
,/8 
;/10 
'/7 
'/5 
2/11 
-;/9 
'5/1 
3/8 
3/11 
"j/G 
-:>/1 
3/11 
'/l~ 
'/9 
;/6 
,/8 
3/1 
2/8 
3/9 
2/20 
2/22 
,/10 
~/ll 

";/9 
}/10 
2/25 
3/10 
3/'{ 
'jIG 
'/9 
,/10 
'/9 
3/'r 
")11 
2/19 

-

~COVf.nED ~oC~7~Oa 

1407 Wanhinr.ton S. 
Un£ounded~ncpotd 

118 Al'\ nul.' SE 

26th e.: Elliot 
Unfounded-m:l,spar~ted 

Unfounded~Prii'ate prop., tOll 

1/93 Halcolm 
st.Cloud H~~ Patrol 
35th &. Blaisdell 
1707 3rd /l.v 4 8. 
19th &. Chica60 
172-27th Av.BE 
Anoka Co. S.O. 
lI049-5th Av.S~ 
3013 Taylor lIE 

538 Bryant If. 
2~0 Clifton 
31st &; l~th st.l{ 
5000 Penn Av.S. 
Unfounded-moved by friend 
11th &; E.Fl'ankHn 
3?lfS Stevens 
4200 WentHorth 
)lI41f~35th Av.S. 
30th Av. &; E. 38th st 
384011l;'flnd S 
39th &; Silver Lake Rd. 
2Iia?~25th I, v • S. 
llo!ll'dn1<'ln to 55th &; 40th A v • S ~ 
1800 tyndale S 
2010-17th Av.N. 
S~.Paul PD 
3833 Blliot 
16th & Lincoln lm 
,010 Grand Av.S. 
Cedi'll' & 111nt1ehaha 
~5th (.: Pal'k 
1 ~ Ii &. Plymouth m:.nl" Ri VOl' Rd 
3241-16th Av.S. 
8th ~.: NnNihall lIE 
52(1) Oliver 11. 
l':lfottnded-t:\oycd by friend 
t!llfQundcd-Do!llMtic 
N\\l'ltct St .15th \:0 6th 5t. 
St: .l.nthony 1?D 
l?th ,~v.s. & 21~th st.. 
1/2IW_llOth AV.S. 
l:1collct tu 1st AV"S. on 41H;h 
Unf(1tmdod~L:'!nt to 11 r~'iend 

1:. Sto.r n~mp 

, 

' .. 
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DATE 

3/12 
3/11 
3/9 
3/11 
3/11 
3/11 
3/10 
3/9 

. 3/1~ 
3/11 
3/8 

, 3/11 
3/9 
3/9 
3/9 
3/9 
3/12 
3/9 
3/9 
3/12 
3/9 
3/9 
3/12 
3/12 
3/9 
3/9 
3/12 
3/8 
3/10 
3/10 
3/8 
3/9 
3/9 
3/10 
3/9 
2/27 
3/10 
3/j 
3/11 
3/12 
3/8 
3/11 
3/9 
3/9 
3/9-
3/11 
3/9 

_ 3/10 
3/8 
3/6 



t>"~-

vehicles rccovert:d since r.larchl~,19'{6 through period endin& noon, Honday Barch 15, 1976: LD,;:.,72 

LICEHSE STOLEn LOCATION ~ RECOVERSD LOCATION .M.!§ 
:'.' 1011 2100 F..Franklin 3/13 21~01-12t;h Av S .3/15 _ 065 

3307 Polk NE 3/11 26th &: Taylor lIE 3/H~ 
i>lA 1263 7th st &: 3rd Av S 2/21 8th ~ Portland )/1 It-
AL 2012 4921~ Girard A v N 3/12 2312 :U. 6th St 3/1I~ 
DB 2059 2933-11th Av 5 3/13 4148 Longfellow 3/14 
CK 2083 9th & Cedar 3/11 24th &: H .River Rd 3/13 
Nil. 2517 3418-4th St N 3/13 3518-6th st 11 :Vn 
CA 3214 14th & Chicago 3/13 12th &: Hennepin 3/13 
HG 3229 3rd &: 6th st S 2/26 3X'd &: 3rd Av S .3/13 
.0..0 3383 315 Lowry Av N 3/8 Anoka County SO 3/15 
DO 3618 4335 Garfield J\v S 3/14 3237 Garfield Av S ;/llt-
AU 3625 t-T.33rd 51:: at Co1i'a.~ Av S 3/13 33rd Bryant to Colfax Av S J/llt-
L.T 4255 23rd &: 2nd st to ~ashington 3/13 . 6525 Hillow lane-Brooklyn Cente~ .PD 3/14 
AL 4623 1207 W.25th 5t 3/9 ';'~::', 38th &: Lyndale S 3/1lt-
HA 5332 3624-43rd Av S 3/13 ':. 5819 Aldrich Av S 3/11/. 
Ia-I 5lt-37 3/11 • 

, 
2530-I~th st liE 3/1 It 23rd &: Aldrich N 

BD 5975 2321/. Centrall,'E 3/11 39th &: Silver Lk Rd-Columbia nts 3/12 '" 
.0..1-1 6192 837 Glemlood A v N 3/6 Unfounded per Sqd 442 3/13 
EB 6295 1910 Lyndale S 3/5 19th &: Aldrich S 3/1 It-
A~ 6910 3:;46 Holmes Av S 3/13 33rd & E.Calhoun Blvd 3/11~ 
KK 6913 24,15 N )l'd st " 3/12 28th 8: 4th St N 3/1) 
Dr<: 7796 19\;h &: 4th St ME 3/10 8th &: r.tarshall NE 3/12 
LN 7820 3110 Emerson N 2/18 Old Hwy 8 &: 30--Houndsview 3/15 'j NO 8373 515 Oliver Av N 3/13 12th 8: Emerson N 3/13 
AS 9014 3308 Chicago 3/13 3311 Elliot 3/1:5 
~D 9305 Sharon &: War~!ick SE 3/14 3425-44th Av S 3/11~ 
~341 #74 S 11th st 3/11 1008 B~ant Av N 3/11~ 
til 9863 3806-1~th St N 3/13 Anoka County SO 3/13 
D17:..464 24th St &: 13th Av S 3/12 22nd &: Hiawatha 3/15 
!.feb.89-A223 1420 Elliot 2/28 2548 Hennepln 3/14 

(; 

'. 
t, 

,~~---,-'------



vcib1iitJ~JU:~CC;~R!V tilMO' )iax-ch 15, 197(. thvou!;'h ~et'1cd end'.ne; noon. Friday f'~arch 19, 1976: 
LD",73 

<" ;'~dt:l~---= wr()f~n 11.1!:Nl'IOH . .,:;-,~ - ,. DATl'; RECOt"E:lED LOCA'l'ICm .!lJ\T~ 

IN 101!i ~BU Aldrich n 3/18 Horgan « Victot'Y Dl" 3/18 
J.."i! l1i~? l!ith ltv :;/!~'1kC to ~lt;t 3/11 1856 r:.Ji;5rd 3t "3/17 

"1/1'1'2. ~C'6 01:rtLl'd 11 • 3/15 5th & E.Hennep1n 3/1'7 
tJ~ 19(;6 4th to;:.h & Park }/11 Unfounded-misparked 3/17 
.~ 219Z 2fn1t Pou;>)'. 3/18 243:;-Sth Av S 3/18 
.:JV~)a~ It ~';:ft'd DI; 01t'a.:t.td to Honn. 3/11- 3219 Pleasant 3/19 
.R1J Z'{1~?t 1600 n:tvcrrJ:1do 3/U 530 S.6th st :;/13 
I1A ~OOl 1B01 ,f;.l'lJ.lm '/15 3328-.21st Av S 3/17 
X,V' '09" 17th k ~1nt.h1ngt(m. AV II 3/15 3212 Gar;('jcld ~/15 
M'{ lV), 21~n ... :ntl(; Av 8 3/17 22nd & Seabu.."'Y 3/18 
An ,.,8, ~ 1!1 'to..,.,y It v n 3/8 ,Anoka county SO 3/15 
AX Z4'{) I?{ :l.ut!} Sf; 3/18 Unfoundod~Son had car ~/18 
Jlt ",e, 50,1 fu'liU A v II 3/15 50th & Cho~cn ~/15 
A\I '572 21~t /l,v &, 9th St ~/18 25th st ~ )rd Av a 3/18 
K3 '7'.0 !Il'2 n 5th !it 3/17 9th & Hennepin 3/17 
A"I. 4~G8 2!)I~O Parl!: 3/18 2100 Bloo;:qington 3/18 
nsf U=tS, 1~?7 W'.?~fJd Sb 3/11J 2221 trving S 3/14 
EZ '*"/Wl 1!)16 .. 1sth Dt m·; 3/10 5th It; Central NE 3/16 
nt:f 1101., 26~t lloX"t;'l.nnd ;/16 273Z-2nd AV! S 3/16 
"'J!11871~ 2921 OodaX' S 3/15 28th & 17th Av S 3/15. », "901 1./;15 t} ll~h £;1; 2/21 3908 ... I~th A v S 2/26. 
NJ.' JHJ't' 19)0 Ald~leh Av S ,/14 41S-30th AV N 3/17 
EO 'f!)G~ 119th & Plcast!.:nt 3/1(j 1~3t'(1 (,: stevens 3/17 

MJ ~lt'j!i Hl~ 1m !ith st; 3/17 Unfovnded-misparked 3/18 
ftff !i,ft~ Unive~s1tr and TIcdtord SE 3/15 520 Nalcom SE 3/15 
1)'J (j;n~9 ;,GoS l~(Jl·tland ,/18 40th (( 5th Av S 3/18 

~.it G!jGll ?~1l. $.91:11 St 3/17 175 S lTcstern-St Paul PD 3/18 
i l{ 6~16 l!il~ Dupont /i.v S 3/15 26)7 Giral'o. A v S '" 3/15 

1m (If,llfl 1 !ll~ Dupont; Av B 3/18 35th e.: stevens 3/18 
KF 1f111;' Itl1f s Sth ~t 3/18 16th &: James N 3/19. 
Unfll'l't JlcnnC'p1n to I1.lStlllo tl 9th ,)/17 9th (( Hennepin 3/18 
1\11: 7~Ofl 1 !)1.3 11 n1"{!:ld~ra¥ ;/lG Lyndale &: Linden 3/11 
m~ *lllliS "T~l~ CN'ia l' 3/H} E.,6tb St/12 to 13th Av S 3/19 
.j~} 7'1(;(J 23t'll .ttl l'~t,h A v S ;/11+ 28th & 38th A v S 3/15 
Xnl'IOLB Ol'iill1t & ~l\d Av S ,/16 11'( s 7th 8t 3/17 
J.H 70~O 3110 f.ml' l'O on U ~/18 Old HwY 8 .& 30"'~toutldsview PD 3/15 
,'~\ alitO ~01 HIll'l'1aon tm 3/16 1618"5tll 5t IrE 3i1S 
M. n~tj!1 IJ03~ l,ymlalc U 3/17 1.9th &: Jefferson !IE '3/17 . 
rae ~~(;O:J 112 f·; lit1lmop;.n 3/1.0 Sb Anthony ?p 3/16 
my C(;!,IO ~~l!l .. lfj J\V S ~/16 IISth l ... CN.nd 3/18 
1m 6Mz 9th SC l;; :Srll Av S 3/16 lot}). SI; and 5th Av S 3/17 
nr: fl:1;1il ~8th Av lZ;'; /.: l~J.llmo:ro 3/19 28th &: 1'011< nf; 3/19 
'\'n H~ll,'1 In tl \l 1.1),:€,' 3/lti rn.l~Q to 31{':t; & Orand. 3/17 
yg Ol[\~~l ~91'()"'1~th Av S ")/17 901 & 2!lth St 3/17 
~jlm~·\n F'~;'11'<~!ith ltv s )/13 LQ'~EH.'Y Terr t.: So ol:t N"'G~ V .PD 3/16 
Ni,!ilr'~l r,~n;hli) t; 5/16 Cedar I.'ilte RR ynrds 3/18 
It.~i'''1fl{'t·~) ? , 1~-'(4 U i·r:l~ h :Jt Y/ll!75 279 Et;nu::o$t Paul PD 3/18 1.,,~ ::;." _,. ~ " 

~~:i)!1~ ~:\: t.4.~;~;:' ':~~~}! Av S ~/l:; 58lf!) Clinton 3/11~ 

• 
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FROM: 

• 

INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION 

Deputy Chief Al Pufahl DATE: March 29, 1976 

Lynn E. DeLong SUBJECT: Auto Theft Mapping System 

I have studied the questions posed by you to Sergeant 
Lloyd Berg of the Auto Desk in your memo of March 22, 1976. 
There are a number of crime analysis possibilities in deal
ing with the thefts of motor vehicles. Some of these pos
sibilities will be examined in the new crime and investi
gative analysis system project. That project will analyze 
the informational needs of the police department in order 
to increase clearances by the arrest of criminal perpetra
tors. 

In .the interim, I recommend that a motor vehicle theft 
mapping ~ystem be designed and that that system be imple
mented by the Auto Desk as a means of communicating motoi 
vehicle theft trends to patrol officers. 

Attached you will find a recommended autc theft map
ping system • 

".. ... 
/' 

I 

'-; 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE PATROL EMPHASIS PROJECT 
~~~;;;,;l!..:;;.;DE;;;;;·D:;;....o;.;A;.;;..UT;;;;..O;;;.,.....;;T;.;;.;;Il.:;;;.EF;;...;T;;.....;;.;;MAl'=P;:.::I;.;;;N:..:;:;.G....;S;;...;Y;;..:;;S..;;;;T;;;:;;EM~ 

It 10 recommended that the Minneapolis Police Depart
rnent daoizn and implement an auto theft mapping system 
'Which wUl facilitatn the visual analysis of auto theft 
trf:ndv. Thio nYDtnm should consist of 7 maps prepared and 
diot:dbutcd ana weekly basis as follows: 

1. 

2 

:3 

;; 

6 

7 

V~11:!.cles stolen from the 1st precinct matched 
with the location of recovery. 
Vehicles stolen from the 2nd precinct matched 
with the location of recovery-_ 
Vehicles stolen from the 3rd precinct matched 
with th~ location of recovery. 
Vehiclns stolnn from the 4th precinct matched 
with the location of recovery. 
Vehicles stolen from the 5th precinct matched 
with the location of recovery. 
Vel\1,cles stnlGn from the 6th precinct matcbed 
with the location of ~~covery. 
Vehicles stolen from outside the City of Min
neapolis matched with the location of recovery 
inside the City of Minneapolis 

It 1(1 t'e(~ommeudeu that: the maps include the vehicles stolen 
f:tom U()nd.ay thru Suu(lo.y and be distributed on tbe follO\\1ing 
1'mwdny af't(rl,' tlu: lns t: update of recovered vehicles. 

It. in l·Qc()nun~nde.d that these maps be manually updated 
on n do.11y bo.!Jio on census tract maps using symbols for the 
dny of the ,·mel< of theft: and indicating within the symbol 
elw hour of tbe theft. A line should be used to connect 
tIll' luC'nHou or the theft with the location of the recovery. 
'Xlw t'eeomm£'lnd(~d tn(:'uiutn of distribution is as follo\v8! 

en} 
(b) 

({') 

'.thr' m:-:t8innl 611011 be maintained .. 1t the Auto 'Desk. 
\vhHt:\ paper copies of c,~aeh map distributed to each 
('OITiIMndf\.t', supm:v!ser £lnd pa tre 1 unit. 
Xl\i'mwd tt'{U\spurency copies distributed to each 
aff('{~t;{~d divioiou and precinct (xeroxed transparen
c!('u enn he uSl~d us plastic overlays to analyze long
term tr,,·n.do). 

It in \'N'Ommt1nded tbnt this system be implemented on a 
trial ll~win for t.\,t() weeks • 

LD-75 
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APPENDIX :r. 

CALL SCREENING & EXPEDITING 

A PROPOSAt! 

JANUARY 21, 1976 

PREPARED BY 

LYNN E. DELONG 

PUBLIC PRODUCTIVITY INSTITUTE 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTr1ENT 
1 NrE nOFF I CE COMt1UN 1 CAr JON 

DATE! January 21, 1976 

LD-77 

TO: Deputy Chl.ci Jon Prentice 

FROM: l,ynn B. DeLong SUBJ2 CT: Call Screening & Expediting 

nnoed upon un analysis of call for service handling procedure of the 
Minnenpoll0 Police Department: and the analysis of other police depart
mento t call for service handling procedures, ! recommend for your con
sideration a call for service screening and expediting program. This 
program '(>tHl enable the department to make more efficient use of a 
fH~reHn1ng process in the complaint center lVhich will categorize the 
rcqueoC for police scrvice in rank of priority; i.e., emergency, routine 
nnd low. till;! aC'rVica requests categorized as emergency and routine will 
be handl(~d by transfcrring the request to the dispatcher who will dispatch 
a unit to serviCe the request in the field. Those requests classified 
no low priority will be referred to a call expeditor. 

The cnll expeditor cnn either bea civilian 0"1: a police officer who has 
been specinlly t"l:ained to provide a broad range of police services by 
t~l.epllone. In mnny respects, the functions of the expeditors are id~n
tical to those of th(~ patrol units in the field. An expeditor may handle 
five or nix calla for service in the time required for a patrol unit to 
TenpOnt! and hlUtdl.c -n single call. The basic purpose of the expeditor 
prt)[~rnm io to provide more available patrol units to handle the higher 
prtorUy calla • 

'l'}1O expmUtlng proceduro will be implemented when the complaint taker 
1:{'ceives n citizen's c.all fot" police ass:tstance and determines that it 
menta the follo~Y'ing criteria: 

1.) ounpecto are not known 
2.) UllOpecto have left the scene 
3,,) ttH"tC c:x'inta no appa:rcn'l.t need for on~scene investigation 
If II) tlmrc appears to be no physical evidence 
5.) the t'CClucst:ing party is amenable to the expediting procedure 

1£ tlwrm coX\(l.i.t:ions nrc not met, the request for service will be given 
n. l\tghcr ln~iot'ity and a pa.trol unit will be dispatched to the call. 

When. the ('onditions oro met the complaint taker will transfer the re
queot; fot' twrvicc to th(~ expeditor. This transfer may be either a 
d:h:cv.t h'lt'llhone transfer with the calling pa"l:ty remaining on the line 
or n tr .. mufer of the request via the computer assisted dispatching to 
tlu~ Nt[UH.litur ,.:110 will init.iate n phone cnll to the requesting party. 

Tlw C'I\U N~p('dit:ors will handle by telephone the following types of calls: 

tt.p.n. 5Uti R(9116 

duma~e to property 
tl\cft) minor 
lost property reports 
info l:lllntion reques ts 



• 

PRECINCT INFORHATION 

The call expeditors shall send a carbon copy of all reports made to the 
precinct in which the incident reported had occurred. If several calls 
of a similar pattern occurred within a precinct during a specific per
iod of time, the call expeditor shall immediately notify the on-duty su
pervisor of the precinct of occurrence. 

(Attached is a system flow chart of the complaint taking, dispatching, 
expediting and reporting system.) 

NOTE: I have examined the operation of two telephone expediting systems 
that are similar to the one proposed here. The two are Dallas, 
Texas and Toledo, Ohio • 
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MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
MANAGE~lliNT DEVELOPMENT PROGRA~ 

This is a proposal for the initiation of a permanent Management De
velopment Program f()r the Hinneapolis Police Department. The initial 
target group is defined as the current administrative and command staff 
(i.e. the CQief , Deputy Chiefs, Inspectors, Captains, and selected 
Lieutenants). The program can be later used for career development of 
those officials aspiring to obtain management positions. 

It is recommended that the program be offered as a series of half-day 
presentations. Following each presentation a post-session assignment 
should be given; this assignment will require the participants to utilize 
the material presented in the session by applying it to the Minneapolis 
Police Department. 

. .. 
. It is recommended that the half-day sessions be scheduled approximately 

one to two weeks apart. An exception to this recommendation should be 
made for certain topic matters. 

This recommendation is consistent in part with the recommen(l.ations of the 
National Advisory Commission of Criminal Justice Standard~ and Goals. 
Their recommendation included the establishment of a formal personnel 
development program but they recommended. that it consist of at least 
forty consecutive hours of formal classroom training. The program 
recommended in this proposal urges that the formal classroom training 
not be given for forty consecutive hours. Educational psychologists 
have done extensive studies which indicate that lengthy training programs 

. result it'( a "regressive learning inhibition," 1.. e. the material that is 
learned last interferes with the retention of what is learned first. 
Readings in adult education indicate that this is particularly true of 
older students. Researchers also indicate that the greatest retention 
levels are achieved by requiring the practical application of concepts 
taught in the classroom immediately after the student has been taught 
the concept. 

(Attached is the curriculum outline for the first four sessions of the 
recommended program.) These are for your review and comment only and 
are not to be distributed. 

~~~'I----------------------
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e SESSION 1 

MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
NANAGEHENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

TOPIC: The coming challenge in Criminal Justice 

TIME: 4 hours on one day 

RESOURCE: Professor Gus Economos 
DePaul University, Chicago 

PURPOSE: Keynote and motivate. Develop the objective, analytical 
approach to management. 

POST-SESSION ASSIG~mNT: List and define the top ten critical is
sues facing the Minneapolis Police Depart
ment and state how you feel these issues 
should be addressed. This is an indi
vidual project and you shall not work to
gether on this project. This assignment is 
due in the Personnel Division Office no 
later than noon next Monday. 

SESSION 2 

TOPIC: Affirmative Management and Constructive Discipline 

'fIlm: 4 hours on one day 

RESOURCE: Attorney James Everson 
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}iulcahy and Whirry, 11ilwaukee (also Green Bay, l-Iadison, & Hausau) 

PURPOSE: To present various approaches to effective leadership and 
discipline in police departments. 

POST-SESSION ASSIG~"1·1ENT: Choose one of the following: 

A.) Prepare a concept paper describing how 
you feel the Minneapolis Police Depart
ment can improve its management organi
zation. Propose needed ordinance and 
policy changes; or 

B.) Prepare a concept paper describing how 
you feel the Minneapolis Police Depart
ment can improve its disciplinary poli
cy and procedure. Prepare a proposed 
policy and procedural statement. 
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SESSION 3 

TOPIC: Reforming the Investigative Process 

TI}m: 4 hours on one day 

RESOURCE: Peter Greenwood and Jan Chaiken 
RAND Corporation 

PURPOSE: To review the findings of the RAND study on the investiga
tive process and respond to comments and questions; the 
role of patrol officers in the investigative process will 
be discussed. 

POST-SESSION ASSIGNMENT: Analyze and describe briefly the investiga
tive process of the unit you are assigned 
to. It is presumed that all units carry 

SESSION 4 

on some type of investigative function, i.e. 
in the Communications Division, the complaint 
takers screen calls and gather information. 

TOPIC: Resource Allocation - Patrol 

TIME: 4 hours on one day 

RESOURCE: Jan Chaiken 
RAND Corporation 

PURPOSE: To present the various methodology used by police depart
ments and evaluate the relative effectiveness. 

POST-SESSION ASSIGNEMENT: Choose two of 'the following: 

A.) Define the c~rrent role of the patrol 
officer and describe what you think 
the role should be. 

Bo)' Prepare a concept paper stating your 
position on the following topics: 

1.) one-man vs two-man patrol cars 
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..... 
2. ) 
3.) 
4. ) 

one-man vs two-man investigative units 
one-man vs two-man beat teams 

C. ) 

use of K-9's 

Prepare a plan which you would use to 
improve police service levels without 
increasin~ fiscal resources. Justify 
your plan. 
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And, in addition to two of the above, answer and justify your answer 
to the following questions: 

1.) What should be the average and maximum lengths of time callers 
must wait until units are dispatched? 

2. ) What should be the average and maximum travel time to a scene? 

3. ) a. When should units be dispatched outside of its assigned dis-
trict? 

b. When should units be dispatched outside of its assigned pre-
cinct? 

4.) How much time should a patrol unit have available for the follow
ing: 

a. preventive patrol? 
b. meals? 
~. coffee breaks? 
d. equipment and vehicle maintenance? 
e. interaction with citizens? 
f. physical fitness? 

-'--'-~====== ...... -------------------------------~-----------~~~-~ 
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APPENDIX K 

RESPONSE TIME REPORT 

AND 

PASSES OF PATROL VEHICLES REPORT 

PREPARED BY 

THE CRIME ANALYSIS UNIT 
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RESPONSE TIME 

GENERAL NOTE: Measurements were taken only on occasions which observers were 
either within the responding unit or monitored the dispatch and 
were in a position to observe the arrival. Response Time = 
T. Arrival - T. Dispatch. 

Precinct It of Observations Mean Response T Min. Resp. T 

1 6 4:37 :31 
2 4 4:52 2:30 
3 2 5:28 4:40 
4 22 4:26 : 15 
5 5 5:24 2:30 
6 20 4:10 :22 

NOTE: There was no audit to check on how long the calls were queued (awaiting 
dispatch). There are no conclusions to be drawn from these statistics 
since the incidental sample was small and subject to incidental bias. 

The evaluation unit from the start of the project had attempted to obtain 
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time data from the communication center, but found that available data suffered 
from inaccuracy and inadequacy. The most accurate and adequate data from the 
communication center was that kept on audio tape. It was determined that this 
data would be too costly to collect and would not be of value in measuring patrol 
performance for it did not contain arrival times for other than exceptional cases. 
When the observers monitored response times, it was noted that where arrivals 
were noted via radio to the dispatcher (primarily emergency calls)' the unit 
would announce its arrival prior toactual arrival. It was also noted that 
non-assigned units frequently arrived before assigned units and did not announce 
their arrivals. 

The observers also monitored service times (i.e., T. clearance - T. dispatch)~, 
The latter is collected both on tape and on cards. An examination showed the 
cards to be nearly accurate in relation to the tapes, but observers found that the 
practice of announcing clearance (i.e., the unit is available for service) varied 
from unit to unit. Units were observed to announce clearance while still at the 
scene before actuallY completing service on one extreme and on the other, waiting 
as until after driving to headquarters, taking a coffee break, and completing 
reports. 

The primary modal phenomena was to announce clearance within 2 minutes of driv
ing away from the scene. The secondary phenomena was to wait 10-20 minutes after 
leaving the scene before announcing clearance in those cases not involv.ingbook
ing or similar follow-up. 

. 
" 
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PASSES OF PATROL VEHICLES 

No. of Observation Average If of Passes -, Precinct Points During Two-hour Periods Note 

1 5 4 1 
2 6 2.3 4 
3 6 1 
4 12 3.2.5 2 
5 6 1. J5 
6 12 2.25 3 

Note 1 - In the First Precinct 75% of the marked patrol vehicles observed were 

from divisions and precincts other than the first. This was expected 

due to the central location of the First Precinct in the court hours, 

as it is the Minneapolis Police Department's main headquarters and the 

police fleet service center is in the 1st precinct. A sixth observation 

post on Nicollet Mall and South 5th Street was excluded from the sample 

since during ',a series of two-hour observations, observers counted 18 

passes (mainly 3rd, 5th and 6th precinct units). 

~ Note 2 - Of the 12 observation points in the fourth precinct, the seven close 

to or South of West Broadway had significantly higher observed passes 

than the five north of the Broadway area. This was somewhat expected 

due to the precinct station being on Broadway and that most traffic be-

tween the precinct anti the central headquarters pass through the south-

ern part of the 4th and that the call rate is higher from Broadway 

South. 

Note 3 - The result for mean number of passes in the sixth precinct was expected 

to be at least equal to or greater than that of the fourth precinct, since 

the amount of manpower staffing the precinct was equal, the areas was 

smaller~ and that third and fifth precinct cars while enroute to central 

headquarters could pass through the sixth. The out of precinct pass throughs 

observed were 2 out of 27; the special units passes were 7 out of 27. 

(Compared to the fourth where out of precinct waS 1 of 39 and special units 

.. : .... ,-. '."'-
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9 out of 39). Deviation from expected does not appear attributable to 'I 
chance, but manning practices. 

Note 4 - Sample excluded observations made durin.g the periods which out of precinct 

vehicles were enroute to the indoor range • 

• 
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